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You, my brothers and sisters, were called to be free.
But do not use your freedom
to indulge the flesh ; rather,
serve one another humbly
in love.
Galatians 5:13
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Though a few days late,
bombs burst over Murray
By TYLER DIXON and
JOHN WRIGHT
tdixon@ murraytedger corn
jwright@murrayledgercom
After a six-day wait, the Briggs & Stratton Fireworks Extravaganza lit up the night sky Sunday as residents from throughout
Murray found themselves looking up.
The show could have been seen from several locations including
the grass in front of Stewart Stadium on the Murray State University campus. Children played with sparklers and glow rings in
preparation for the show.
Despite the 9:30 p.m. start, many families made sure they could
take their children to see the fireworks.
Brian Couch,of Murray,said his son,Aiden,only had a 30-minute nap Sunday afternoon but that did not stop him from running on
the grass near the stadium before the show. Couch said his son has
been fireworks before but it was not the best experience.
"He didn't enjoy Disney, they were too close," he said of the
family's excursion to Walt Disney World in Florida.
One person having a very positive experience Sunday was
See FIREWORKS'Page 2

TYLER DIXON / Ledger & Times photos
The finale of the Briggs & Stratton Fireworks Extravaganza lights up the sky Sunday, left, while Lauren Couch, of Murray, and her son Aiden. 3, take a break
before the show for some Goldfish crackers as they sit on a blanket, right, at their vantage point outside of Roy Stewart Stadium on the Murray State University
campus. Thousands of people witnessed the show that was delayed for nearly a week after the combination of inclement weather and damage at the Bee
Creek soccer complex, launch site for the aerial explosives, caused a postponement.

Health Fair provides one-stop service for families
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercom
As Tabatha Hammons, of
Murray, watched her son, Xander Dube, 4, have his hearing
screened during Saturday's Missioncation Health Fair at First
Baptist Church,she assessed the
list of activities being checked
off one by one.
"He's had a physical already
and had a dentist look at his
teeth. Now we're doing this.
We're having a pretty good day,"
Williams said of the activity that
closed the nearly week-long
Missioncation activity that also
included various community
projects by a number of groups.
"I got a call earlier from (Calloway County Preschool, where
her son is a student) and I'm
glad they did that and told me
about this. We're getting a lot
done today.
"What's been really great
about this is how everybody
we've seen have seen so nice
and friendly. You like to have
that. He's actually had fun with
them,too, which I'm sure makes
it easier for the kids too."
Cheryl Crouch, an organizer
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Xander Dube, 4, of Murray, prompts excited reactions from Paige McKinney, left, and Susan
Brown, of Murray State University Speech & Hearing Clinic, Saturday morning as the youngster responds to hearing a tone at a booth that was part of the Missioncation Health Fair at
First Baptist Church.
for Missioncation,said the name
of the game with the health fair
was providing one stop for parems to bring children to have
a variety of screenings handled, along with provide adults
with a place to have things like
blood pressure and blood sugars

checked, along with heel scans
for osteoporosis.
"We started working on this
part of (Missioncation) in the
fall because we wanted to make
sure as many (health professionals)as we needed could be here,"
Crouch said. "Schedules can be

quite tough to get to work.Wanda Edminster, who also
was an organizer, said it was
important to have the event on
a day where more people could
attend.
"Also, by having it on a Sat)See HEALTH Page 5
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Staff Report
Several roads in Calloway
County remain closed in the
wake of last week's heavy rains
that caused flooding in several
areas and also weakened roads.
According to the Calloway
County government website.the
following 'roads are still closed
to through traffic until further
notice:
• Rockwood Road.
• Old Newburgh Road.
• Wright Road.
• McElrath Road at Goodwin
Road.
• Red Bud Road from KY
1346 to Palestine Road.
• Duncan Trail.
Motorists are strongly encouraged to heed barricades
and find alternate routes. many
closures are due to washouts,
leaving roads in very dangerous
condition for vehicles. There is
also damage to numerous other
roads, as well as tree limbs.
Motorist are urged to drive
with caution, be alert and report
any damage to the Road Department, 270-753-4846.
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Finally! Fireworks!

What started as a call for a
burglary in progress Sunday
evening eventually sent Calloway County deputies on a
high-speed chase that eventually reached Trigg County before
the suspected was apprehended.
Calloway County Sheriff
Sam Steger said no injuries
resulted from the pursuit that
ended after the suspect allegedly traveled east in the westbound lane of U.S. 658/80 before deputies were able to stop
the suspect vehicle.
"He crossed (the New Eggners Ferry Bridge over Kentucky
Lake between Marshall and
Trigg counties) and when he
did that, he took the wrong lane
where the highway divides (just
east of the Fenton Access Area
along Kentucky Lake)," Steger
said. "At that point, it became
very dangerous so I gave the
order to put him the ditch."
That was executed with what
is known as a PIT (precision
immobilization technique) maneuver, where pursuing officers
seek to end a chase immediately by bumping a fleeing vehicle
from behind in a way that will
cause the vehicle to turn sideways,causing the driver to lose
control and stop.
"It was an easy decision,"
Steger said of authorizing the
PIT. "There was a line of cars
coming down the hill where the
chase was headed so we were
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Daily Forecast
Monday:A30 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms after 1
p.m. Mostly sunny, with
a high near 88. Calm
wind becoming south 5
to 8 mph in the morning.
Monday Night: A
20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms before 1 a.m.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 72. South wind
around 6 mph.
Tuesday: A 30 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny, with a high
near 88. Southwest
wind 6 to 10 mph.
Tuesday Night: Partly cloudy, with a low
around 73. South wind
6 to 8 mph.
Wednesday: A 20
chance
of
percent
showers and thunderstorms. Mostly sunny,
with a high near 90.
Southwest wind 7 to 11

Wednesday Night: A
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 75. South southwest wind around 8 mph.
Thursday: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near 88.
Southwest wind 7 to 13
mph.
Thursday Night: A
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 70. West wind 5
to 7 mph becoming calm
after midnight.
Friday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny,
with a high near 88. Calm
wind becoming west
northwest around 6 mph
in the afternoon.
Friday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 70.
North wind around 6 mph
becoming southeast after midnight.
Saturday: A chance
of showers and thunJOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
derstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near 89. Geoff Dixon, technician with the High-Tech Special Effects Inc. firm of Memphis, Tennessee, reveals the combination for
East southeast wind 5 to Sunday evening's finale of the Briggs & Stratton Fireworks Extravaganza during the setup for the show at the Bee Creek
8 mph becoming south- soccer complex in Murray.
west in the afternoon.

Sticking with whatcomes natural

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
For many years, Sybil Harmon served as a flight attendant
for Delta Airlines, where she welcomed everyone boarding
a plane. Therefore, it probably should not have come as a
surprise Saturday that for her 100th birthday celebration at
Hickory Woods Senior Living Community, she took the role
of greeter for everyone who came, including Hubert Stroud,
left.

II CHASE,PIT...
and encountered the suspect as
he was leaving and told him to
stop.
Well, he didn't stop and,
able to get him in the ditch before his vehicle reached those at that point, took off," Steger
said, adding that the pursuit
cars."
Steger did not identify the eventually moved onto Roossuspect Sunday night, but he evelt Road (KY 1346) before
said the suspect was taken to eventually moving into Marthe Christian County Jail in shall County along Aurora
Hopkinsville. He said more in- Highway(KY 402).
The chase would move
formation on the chase and the
through
Aurora before turning
suspect will be made available
onto KY 68/80 and heading
sometime today.
"How it started was we got across the New Eggners Ferry
a call of a burglary in progress Bridge into Trigg County.
Individuals facing charges
at a residence on Lane Street
presumed innocent until
are
after
that,
in Dexter. Shortly
Deputy Richard Palmer arrived proven guilty. III

II Finally! FIREWORKS!...
From front
Murray Convention & Visitors
Bureau Executive Director Erin
Carrico as she had made what
she said was a painful decision
to postpone the show last Monday.
In the wake
Sunday's
of
show, she was
in a mood to
celebrate.
"I
can
easy
breathe
again,"
said
Carrico, who
made the postponement call
heavy Canico
after
rains had made
setup on the fields of the Bee
Creek complex what organizers
decided was too dangerous. "At
the time, that was a disheartening thing to have to do, but seeing how things turned out (Sunday), with the type of weather
we did have, it was absolutely
the right decision.
"I'm really, really happy
right now. It's awesome and
(High-Tech Special Effects of
Memphis, Tennessee) had a really great show and they were
just super great to work with. It
was fantastic and we had big, big
crowds for this."
Couch's wife, Lauren, said
they wanted to get out and enjoy
the weather without the threat of
severe weather. It had been such
conditions last week that caused
the delay to the fireworks show
in Murray in the first place.
"I really wanted him to have
a little bit of the Fourth experience since everything got canceled," she said
Chip Gray brought a carload
of people with him for the annual fireworks display. He also
said that the delay proved quite
beneficial for his group.
"This has worked out well
for us because we were in South

Carolina last Sunday," he said.
"It worked out for us to come
here this Sunday."
Even after being away on vacation, he said it was important
to bring the family out Sunday
to fulfill their tradition of seeing
the sky light up.
"(It) capped off the true 4th
of July experience and getting to
see fireworks because we didn't
see them last Sunday either," he
said.
***
One person as glad as Carrico about Sunday's good fortune
with the weather was the man in
charge of putting together Sun()Ay night:A, pyrotechnics, Geoff
Nixon of Ow High-Tech Special
Effects Inc. group of Memphis,
Tennessee.
And the reason is simple.
Watching his firm's shows take
flight and please audiences is his
passion.
"For those 30 minutes that
the show is going on, it's like
being rock star," Nixon said
Sunday afternoon as he and his
crew prepared their shells, some
as wide as 10 inches, along with
the launchers and computer programs,at Bee Creek. "We didn't
want(last week's delay). This is
what we are here for, and when
those things start going off, it
really is quite a thing. I think
someone once called drawing
pictures in the sky. That's about
right."
Nixon and his group, in business for 23 years, have been
quite busy, despite last week's
delay in Murray. Saturday night,
High-Tech had crews handling
fireworks shows in as many as
five different locations, including Nissan Stadium in Nashville,
Tennessee, where Nixon was,
handling the fire and color for
hard-rock act Guns 'N Roses.
"They were great too," Nixon said of how his job enables
him to enjoy such acts. "Slash
(the group's lead guitarist) was
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Families watch the Briggs & Stratton Fireworks Extravaganza
in front of Stewart Stadium Sunday. Smoke filled the air as
people shot off their own fireworks before the big show.
killing it(Saturday). He's really works technicians) school and
dialed in right now."
if you'll come to the school,
Nixon said he stumbled into I'll let you have enough stuff
handling fireworks shows by for a big show;" Nixon reaccident. Years ago, his neigh- membered. "He really became
borhood in the Memphis area a good friend over the years. He
was wanting to put some flare died 12 years ago but I think he
into a celebration and opted for likes what we've done."
a display; he just happened to be
Next up for High-Tech is
the social/recreation committee the annual Kings Royal sprint
chairman. So, not knowing ex- car race at the famed Eldora
actly how to handle such a task, Speedway in Rossburg, Ohio,
he consulted technicians on the next weekend. High-Tech is
subject and found one more also responsible for fireworks at
than willing to assist, Mark University of Memphis football
Hopkins in Brazil, Indiana.
games at Liberty Bowl Memo"He told me, 'I run a (fire- rial Stadium.•

TOWN CRIER
The Murray Independent School District Board of Education
will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the Carter Administration Building
on South 13th Street. Agenda items include: Consideration/approval of KSBA policies/procedures update 2017, second reeding; consideration/approval Career and Technical Center invoices and addendum July 2016; consideration/approval of MISD
Code of Acceptable Behavior & Discipline 2016-17.

Complete Auto Service
• Free Alignment Check
✓ Oil Change
• Brake Inspection
• Vehicle Check-Up
Belts and Hoses Check
./ Battery Test
•Fluid Top-Off
•Filter Check
• Tire Rotation
• Tire Pressure Check

To report a Town Crier item, please call 270-753-1916.

ESTATE SALE - LOG HOMES
PAY THE BALANCE OWED ONLY!!!
AMERICAN LOG HOMES IS ASSISTING FINAL RELEASE

3 Loc„ Hone kts selling fp'BALANCE OWED,FREE DELIVERY

We Service ALL Brands!
Appointments are reccmmcnced
but walk-ins are welcome.

tlaick Lane

.. •
BEFORE CALLING: VIEW at wv.w loghornedream corn
Click on House Plans
Shuttle
Transportation
Available
Local drop-oft to
homo or work)
Convenient Night
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Callaway County Cooperative Extension Service(270)753-1452
Your connecdon to non-biased research based Infonnalion.
Agriculture, 4-H, Home Landscape/Garden, Hone Economics, Sewing,and Much more
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EXTENSION

AGRICULTURE
Ag department acts to protect summer travelers
from credit card skimming at the gas pump
KDA employees lookfor evidence oftampering as part ofroutine inspections.

iger & Times

bination for
Bee Creek

Photos provided

CALLOWAY COUNTY FFA ATTENDS
LEADERSHIP TRAINING CENTER: The
Calloway County FFA Chapter began planning
for the 2016-2017 school year as 14 members attended the Kentucky FFA Leadership
Training Center in Hardinsburg last week.
Rising senior, Jonah Brannon was elected to
the week 3 Camp Council as Treasurer. Rising
junior, Tanner Hicks received a Leadership
Award. Joza Mikulcik and Sarah Palmer were
on the week's winning athletic team. While
Lexie Lamb was selected to the week's AllStar Volleyball Team and Tanner Hicks was
selected for the All-Star Basketball Team for
week 3. With over 1500 campers attending the
Kentucky FFA Leadership Training Center,
and around 300 attending during Week 3,
Jacob Falwell, team sponsor, said it was great to see Calloway County FFA members represent their county well. Students were educated in a variety of areas including farm safety,
archery, parliamentary procedure, and conservation. Leadership however was the major thrust
of the week, with students gaining hands-on skills to make themselves better leaders and better
ured in the top photo are, from left, Jordyn Wyatt, Lindsey McNutt, Hannah
A
a Mikulcik:Calen.Martin, Sarah Palmer, Cameron Cooper, Tanner Hicks, Avery
Wilmurth-,
h Brannon, Brent McClard, Lexie Lamb, Canaan Dunn, and Ambedy Geurin
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Agriculture Commissioner Ryan Quarles, center, talks to the Lexington news media about the problem
of credit card skimmers in motor fuel pumps. Also participating in the June 27 news conference were
Jason Glass, left, and Lexington Police Detective Mike Helsby.
Special to the Ledger
LEXINGTON (June 27) — With
the Fourth of July and peak summer travel season around the corner, state and local authorities are
working with retailers to prevent
thieves from stealing consumers'
data at motor fuel pumps,Agriculture Commissioner Ryan Quarles
announced today.
"This form of identity theft,
known as card skimming,is
exploding around the world," Commissioner Quarles said."Losses
duo tç skimming are expected to
exceed $3 Whoa globally this
year. Kentucky Department of
Agriculture inspectors are on the
lookout for evidence of skimming
to protect Kentucky consumers and
businesses."
The KDA is charged with the
task of inspecting motor fuel pumps
in every retail establishment in the
Commonwealth once a year. KDA
inspectors test pumps to ensure
that the amount of fuel dispensed
matches the amount shown on the
pump,and check to make sure
pumps are in proper working order.
As part of the inspection, they
look for signs that a pump has
been compromised by thieves who
install electronic devices called
"skimmers" that capture data from
consumers' credit cards. The data
is used to produce fake credit cards
and make fraudulent charges on
the victim's account. Inspectors
shut down any pump that may have
been tampered with and report
the incident to law enforcement
authorities.
Jason Glass, assistant director of

the KDA's Division of Regulation
Glass said consumers can help
and Inspection, said card readers on themselves by looking for signs
fuel pumps are especially suscepthat a pump has been tampered
tible to tampering because pumps
with, such as locks that appear to
often are located out of sight of an
have been compromised,doors that
attendant.
may have been pried open, and seGlass said retailers are takcurity tape that is broken or doesn't
ing action to prevent credit card
adhere to the pump.
skimming by installing proprietary
Consumers may report suslocks on pumps, using security tape pected tampering to the retailer,
to seal the pumps,and logging the
law enforcement,or the Kentucky
numbers on the tape to make sure
Department of Agriculture. To subthe seal hasn't been broken and
mit a report to the KDA,call (502)
replaced. Some pumps shut down
573-0282 or email ag.web4ky.gov.
when they are entered unlawfully,
Please include the retailer's name
Glass said. Credit card companies ..and location, die pump number,and
are deploying technology to make
the fuel grade.
credit cards harder to skim, he said.
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HELP WANTED
The Murray Ledger & Times'Printing and
Post Print Department is growing fast!

f Education
on Building
leration/apcond readnter invoical of MISD

We are in need of the following positions:
PRINTING DEPARTMENT: This is a full-time position. Prefer
train
someone with experience :n an offset printing press but
the right person.This is a midnight shift. *;,ust be able to stand for long
periods of time, able to climb up and do... n ladders able to lift up to
50 lbs.

-1916.

POST-PRINTING DEPARTMENT: ---h;s is a part-time position with the opportuniti to g'
midnight shift. %lust be at`e to
lift up to 25 lbs.

'-to a fuii-t •--E. position. This is a
i-ids of time able to
-; ;—

APPLY AT:
The Murray Ledger &Times
1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St.• Murray, KY • 270-753-2571

OR SEND RESUME TO: dstom rnurrayledger.com
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COMMUNITY
Photo provided
MWC HOME DEPT.: The Home
Murray
Department of the
Woman's Club held a tea party
in May. Members are Pictured
holding signs that represent the
club's concerns for the upcoming
year and include, from left front
row, Bobby Waters, Unda Shore
and Effie Kemp; back row, Shirley
Robertson,
Robinson, Lillian
Rose Whitt, Jackie Helm, Joyce
Morrison, Jackie Beauchamp, Pat
Harris and Judy Stahler. Officers
for the new year were installed at a
meeting on May 12 at Tom's Grille
and include Louise Pool, chairman;
Lillian Robertson, vice chairman;
Shirley Robinson, secretary and
Judy Stahler, treasurer.

DATEBOOK
Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting program for anyone
who struggles with hurts, habits or hang-ups.
Meetings are held every Tuesday night from
6:30-8 p.m. at Hope Harbor Church, KY 94 E.
For more information, call 270-753-6695.

Senior Health Fair planned
A Senior Health Fair Celebration will be held
Martha
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citiat
Finney Andrus,
Center, 607 Poplar, on Thursday, July 21
zens
Community editor
from 8-11 a.m. There will be free screenings
and more than 20 booths with information, resources and door prizes. A continental breakfast
WoodmenLife.This is free to all seniors 60 and
by
will be provided
above.

Parkinson's group will meet Tuesday
Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 12 at noon
at the Weaks Community Center. The speaker will be Lynn Major,
head coach for the rock steady boxing program in Hopkinsville.This
exercise has been found to actually reverse Parkinson's symptoms
so members are urged to attend to hear a very informative discussion. Persons coming for lunch should arrive by 11 a.m. For more
information call Jan Flynn at 270-753-6845.
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Book sale to be at CCPL

The Friends of the Calloway County Public Library will have a
Summer Used Book Sale on Friday, July 15 and Saturday, July 16
from 8 a.m.- 4 p.m.and Sunday,July 17 from 1-4 p.rn. An early bird
sale for members of the Friends of the Library will be Thursday,July
14 from 5-7 p.m. Special discounts will be featured each day.

LBL Advisory Board meeting planned

The Land Between The Lakes National Recreation Area Advisory
Board will meet Tuesday,July 19 at the LBL Administrative Office,
100 Van Morgan Drive, Gold Pond at 9 a.m. Topics of discussion
will include environmental education and effective communication
of future land management activities. The meting is open to the public. Board discussion is limited to Forest Service staff and board
members.

Simmons

MMS SBDM Council will meet

Murray Middle School's Site-Based Decision-Making Council will meet Tuesday, July 12 at 4 p.m. in the media center of the
school. All interested are invited to attend.

CCHS golf tryouts to be held
The Calloway County High School Golf team will hold tryouts
Friday, July 15 from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at the Oaks Country Club for
students in the sixth - 12th grades. Health physicals must have been
completed and be on file at the school office or brought the day
of tryouts. For questions, contact the CCHS Board of Education at
270-762-7300.

MWC board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday,July 11 at 6:30 p.m. at the clubhouse.Evelyn Wallis, president, urges all board members to attend.

Concert Tuesday at Rotary Amphitheater
On Tuesday, July 12 at 7 p.m. the cast of The Badgett Playhouse
will present a "The Southern Gospel Show" at the Rotary Club
of Murray's Amphitheater in the Murray-Calloway County Park
during the Keller Williams Summer Concert Series. General admission is $8 for advance tickets and $10 at the door. Reserved seats are
available for $1230 by calling the Badgett Playhouse at 1-888-3624223. The Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare is teaming
together with the Badgett Playhouse,Keller Williams and Gallimore
Electric to present the 2016 Concert Series. All guests are encouraged to bring a lawn chair and concessions are available on site;
guests purchasing a reserved seat will be provided a chair. Coolers
will not be permitted. All funds raised will be used in the purchase
of 3D Mammography for the Murray-Calloway County Hospital as
a part of the Because She Matters campaign.

4-H Rifle and Pistol teams to meet
The 4-H Rifle and Pistol Discipline teams will meet Tuesday,July
12 at p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds. State shoot
forms and money are due by July 26.

Dialysis Support Group will meet Tuesday
The Dialysis Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 12 from 4-5
p.m. at the MCCH Center for Health and Wellness. For more information,contact Tasha Mitchell at 270-759-3080.

Line dance class offered
A line dance class will be held every Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. at
the American Legion Hall. Class fee is $5. A couples line dance
class will be at 6:30 p.m. Cost is $10 for couples or $10 for both
classes. For more information,call Donna at 731-445-0080 or show
up for the class. Everyone is welcome.

Photo provided
Pictured is Rumble entertaining children at the Summer in the Park program.

Summer in the Park features Rumble
Special to the Ledger
The annual Summer in The
Park program hosted at the Bailey Pavilion in Murray's Central
Park has had over 100 students
each Tuesday for the Summer
Reading program. Since May
31, the program offered from
noon - 1 p.m. has attracted students from the Murray-Calloway County community, as
well as neighboring communities. Hosted by the Murray
Family Resource Youth Service
Center and the Calloway County Public Library,students under
19 years of age are able to visit
the event and receive complimentary copies of books for
summer reading. A free lunch is
provided Monday through Friday by West Kentucky Mentoring, Inc., the Calloway County
Soil Conservation District office
and the Calloway County Extension 4-H office.
Most recently, the Calloway
County Public Library sponsored Chris Rumble, children's
author and illustrator from north
Georgia,as a part of the summer
program. Rumble is a featured
summer reading performer at
Calloway County Public Library's Monday sessions where
he teaches writing and illustra-

tion workshops for third - sixth
grade students.
As a school-visiting author-illustrator-musician, Rumble's
childhood dreams of cartooning
and singing — and the deeper
dream of speaking fluently —
have all converged to open doors
for him to inspire hundreds
of thousands of young people
across the nation on a scale that
he never could have imagined.
Rumble offers a variety of
program choices to schools. His
most popular program is his oneof-a-kind "Reading Pep Rally."
With guitar in hand, he uses live
music, live cartooning, character education, audience participation and loads of laughter
to get students Fired Up about
reading and their own potential.
Kids love his highly-illustrated
"Adventures of Uncle Stinky," a
series of three books published
by Random House Kids. From
his own Thunder Enlightening
Press, kids enjoy his full col-

Do You Qualify for Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare Part B and Supplemental

Insurance, you may be eligible for

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meets every Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information,call Janet West at 270-435-4467.

CCHS SBDM Council to meet

The Calloway County High School Site-Based Decision-Making
Council will meet in regular session Wednesday,July 13 at 9 a.m.in
the front office conference room.

or picture/comic book "TOO phy where he enjoys running and
MUCH of a Good Thing," his hiking the mountain streams. MI
graphic novel "Jack Crackbone:
Nightmare of a Bully" and his
chapter book (Fall, 2013) "My
Dad Is Coming To Career Day
(But Hopefully the Earth Will
Be Destroyed By Angry, Big
Haired, Brain-Eating Zombie
Vampire Aliens Before Then)."
Rumble has appeared at numerous conferences and workshops and has encouraged over
Rain, Rain Go Away is how everyone
300,000 students in over 1200
feels around here. The weather changed
schools and libraries in 39 states
a few of our plans but we are easy to
coast-to-coast in the last 10
readapt There is always something to
years. In the summer of 2012, do around here play games, cards or
Chris volunteered to do a mural
some kind of entertainment to enjoy.
at Camp Twin Lakes(a camp for
Sometimes the new things are more fun
kids with special needs in Rutthan the original plans. I guess it is all in
ledge, Georgia) and thus began
how they are executed. For instance we
his painting adventure. He now
discovered you can still play Bingo and
does paintings and murals by
even cards without electricity. It kind of
commission and has done over
makes it a little more interesting and a bit
50 murals across the country.
more challenging. taxi's quick thinking
Rumble lives in the mounlight on the subject in no time.
had
tains of north Georgia with his
wife Cathy and their dog MurOne thing the weather didn't affect

DIABETIC SHOES
The Ladies Golf Association
of Murray Country Club held its
regular play on Wednesday,July
6 with Sue Overbey as hostess.
For 18 holes, the winners

AT LITTLE OR NO COST TO YOU
We have theSID
& Colors for You!
Dr. Zen • Ortho Feet • Aetrex • Dr. Comfort • Propet

Were:

Championship Flight - Terri
Pickens
The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
First Flight - Susan Doran
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
Second Flight - Gwen Mathis
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Bramlett, P.O. and Marcia Beam (tie)
Box 8, Hazel,KY 42049.
For 9 holes, the winners were
Susan Johnson, first; Shelia
Henry,second.
Bariatric Group will meet Tuesday
Low Putts - Doris Cella
The Bariatric Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 12 from
Ladies Day play will be
5:30-6:30 p.m. at the MCCH Center for Health and Wellness classJuly 13 at 9 CM.
Wednesday,
270-762-1547.
call
information,
room.For more
Pairings will be made that morning.•
Angels Attic seeks items
items
of
need
in
is
St.,
Chestnut
972
The Angels Attic Thrift Shop,
as it continues to provide funding for Angels Community Clinic,the
Gentry House and provide assistance to other local agencies. Specific needs are men's, women's and children's clothing; furniture;
appliances; household items; and toys. Items can be received Monday through Saturday, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. or call 270-762-0505
for pickup.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

—LANG
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 S 12th St.• Murray • www.ston•lang.com
STONE

*1002D

The Area LargestSelection of Diabetic Shoes
"Since '1876 - A Name You Can Trust"

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
270.753.9999 www.sbgproperty.com
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was our Watermelon Bust We decided
we could eat it anywhere because it still
tasted the same. I have to say that was a
good time had by all, even by those few
of us who don't eat watermelon. Whenever we are in doubt on an activity we
learned adding food to it changed the
whole dynamic. After all everyone loves
to eat and we do plenty of that around
here.
Speaking of eating we had a major treat
this Saturday. Sybil Harman celebrated
her 100th birthday. Her family was kind
enough to put on an Ice Cream Social in
her honor. They brought ice cream and
all the trimmings for us to enjoy some
wonderful sundaes. Everyone had a
great bow and we want to congratulate
Mrs. Sybil on her milestone birthday and
we hope she has many more,Others who
celebrated their birthdays this week was
Georgia Harrell, Rupelle Alderice, Woad* Beasley, and Mx. Eugene Waggoner
had elm home of sharing the day with
Mm Sybil just not the age. We hope each
and every one enjoyed their special day
and continue to have many more.
The Fireworks on Sunday night were
great even though Mother Nature made
them change their plans from Monday
the 4th, again we adapted well We stall
had our popos tt peanuts and cold
drinks and moved a spectacular show
The most challenging thing I had to do
was keeping them up and out of their
pi it hence the cold drinks That was a
gocvl note to end cur stormy week (1,1
Rd. • Murray, KY
Phone (2791 759-11711111
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Patricia Lee Lovett

Irene Morgan

Patricia Lee Lovett, 67, of Murray, Kentucky,
died Thursday,July 7,2016 at her home.
She was born in Murray on Sept. 16, 1948 to
Cecil Kimbro and Neva Lee Wynn Kimbro.
Before retiring, she worked for the American
Greetings Company as a card stocker. She was a
member of New Providence Church of Christ.
Mrs. Lovett is survived by her husband, Jerry
L. Lovett of Murray, to whom she married June
20, 1970 in Lynn Grove, Kentucky; two daughters, Laura Sales and husband John and Melissa
Lovett
Lovett, all of Murray; one sister, Reta Kimbro of
Murray; one brother, Davis Kimbro and wife Vera
of Murray and two grandchildren, Eli Sales and Ruthie Sales, both
of Murray.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Monday,July II, 2016 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Jonnie Hutchison and Richard
Reinhardt officiating. Burial will follow in the Barnett Cemetery.
Visitation was from 5-8 p.m. Sunday, July 10, 2016 at the funeral
home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Funeral services for Irene Morgan, 86, of Benton, Kentucky will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, July
13,2016 at the Benton Church of Christ, 3091 Main
Street, Benton. Dr. Jay Lockhart of Tyler, Texas and
Mark Ray, minister of the Benton Church of Christ,
will officiate with burial to follow in the Thompson
Cemetery, with Marten Wood,nephew of Irene,conducting the graveside service. The family will receive friends from 3-8 p.m.Tuesday,July 12,2016 at
the Benton Church of Christ and from 10 a.m. until
the funeral hour on Wednesday, July 13, 2016 at the
Morgan
church.
Irene died at 9:04 p.m. Friday,July 8,2016 at Baptist Health Paducah in Paducah surrounded by her family. She was
born on Monday,September 30, 1929 in Denton,Texas to the John D.
Whiteside and Lillian Bernice Webster Whiteside.
She was a graduate of Denton High School and attended North
Texas State University. Irene was a member of the Benton Church of
Christ, where she had been a Sunday School teacher for many years.
She was a member of the Garden Club of Benton, and the past president of the Benton Woman's Club. Irene had served as the 1st District
Vice Governor of the General Federation of Women's Clubs Kentucky.
Known for her regal looks and keen eye for fashion, Irene was a partner in the Twelfth Street Haberdashery clothing store in Benton.
In 1955, while serving as a civilian secretary for the United States
Army in Frankfurt,Germany,she would meet Air Force Brig. Gen. Bill
Morgan in France. They would marry that same year in a small village
west of Paris. Irene then served as a secretary on the Everex Air Force
Base in Evertx, France and upon their return to the United States, she
served as a secretary for the Civil Service in Lubbock,Texas.
Bill and Irene were avid fans of the Marshall County High School
and Murray State University basketball programs. They provided a
generous donation to the Gene W. Ray Practice Facility at Murray
State University, which houses what is known as Morgan Court. Bill
and Irene also funded Morgan Stadium at Freed-Hardeman University
in Henderson, Tennessee, where Bill had begun his education before
transferring to Murray State University. Irene was also an avid St. Louis Cardinals fan.
As two of the founders of the French African Christian'Education
Foundation, they funded the building of the Benin Bible Training
Center, an 18-acre campus outside Cotonou. Benin to train African
preachers, while teaching them a trade to support themselves and their
families.
In addition to her parents she was preceded in death by four sisters,
Doris Baker,Evelyn Straub,Ann Carb and Nell Marie Wood;and three
brothers, Ray Whiteside,Jack Whiteside and Donald Whiteside.
Irene is survived by her husband of 60 years, Bill Morgan of Benton; her daughter. Shannon West and husband Dan of Flushing, Michigan; her son, Brandon Morgan and his wife Janet of Paducah; four
granddaughters, Emily Mathis and husband Grant, Adrienne Cathey
and husband Nick,Jenna Morgan and Allie Morgan; three great grandchildren, Corynne Cathey, Joshua Ray Cathey and Myles Mathis; and
many beloved nieces and nephews.
In addition to her parents she was preceded in death by four sisters,
Doris Baker,Evelyn Straub,Ann Carb and Nell Marie Wood; and three
brothers, Ray Whiteside, Jack Whiteside and Donald Whiteside.
In lieu of flowers, contributions may be made to the Benton Woman's Club Scholarship Fund, P.O. Box 1014, Benton, KY 42025; New
Pathways for Children, P.O. Box 10, Melber KY 42069 or the Thompson Cemetery Fund,c/o Suzanne Cass,71 Kingston Lane, Benton, KY
42025.
Condolences may be sent online at www.filbeckcarinking.com.
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton, is in charge of arrangements.

Jefferey Lowell Simmons
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Jefferey Lowell Simmons, 55, of Franklin,
Tennessee, went to be with his Lord in the early
morning of Friday,July 8,2016.
Jeff was loved by so many for his tender heart,
sensitive generosity, subtle wit and love for UK
basketball. He led his family with a steady faith
and he loved them in the most personal and
thoughtful ways.
He was born Aug. 14, 1960 in Russellville,
Kentucky, and lived there until he moved to Murray, Kentucky, to earn a printing management deSimmons
gree from Murray State University in 1982. While
there, he was a devoted member of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity.
After graduating from Murray State, he moved to Nashville and
married his college sweetheart, Susie Imes Simmons in 1987. He
worked with Nashville Electragraphics(now Hudson Yards) for 34
years and was a proud member of their team. He and Susie had a
daughter, Sarah Hall, in 1989 whom he loved so very much.
Jeff is survived by his mother, Gladys Hall Simmons of Russellville; his wife, Susie Imes Simmons of Franklin; his daughter,
Sarah Hall Young and husband Ryan of Arlington, Tennessee; his
sister, Rhonda Simmons Miles and husband Paul of Lexington and
a host of nieces, nephews and siblings-in-law whom he loved like
his own.
He was preceded in death by his father, Russell Simmons; his
grandparents, Brodie and Marguerite Simmons and Gertrude Hall
and mother-in-law, Martha Imes Farris.
Visitation will be at Woodmont Baptist Church, Nashville, Monday, July 11, 2016 from 11 a.m. - 1 p.m. with a Celebration of
Life immediately following in the sanctuary of Woodmont Baptist
at .1 potjpgial will follow. at 5 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery in
Murray, Kentucky.
In lieu ot flowers, the family asks that donations be made to
the Sue Neely Fund of Woodmont Baptist Church, which supports
children and youth who may not otherwise be able to attend summer camp.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesfh.com.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray, is in
charge of local arrangements.
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Vernon E. Murrell, 73, of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday. July
8,2016 at his home.
He was born April 5, 1943 to Ellis Murrell and Dimples Perry Murrell. He worked in sales before retiring and was of Baptist
faith.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one sister,
Linda Breedlove.
Mr. Murrell is survived by his wife, Charlotte Murrell of Murray. to whom he married July 1973; three sons, Lance Murrell and
wife Alicia of Ann Arbor, Michigan; Robbin Murrell of Ypsilanti,
Michigan and Rodney Murrell and wife Natasha of Long Beach,
California; one brother, James Jones of Murray; eight grandchildren, Rodney McMiller, Robbin Murrell II, Kameron Murrell,Tyler Murrell, Kaila Murrell, Kali Murrell, Natalia Murrell and Alex
Murrell and as one great-grandchild, Jay McMiller.
A memorial service will be held at a later date.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Rigoberto Labastida Tones
Rigoberto Labastida Torres,36,of Murray,Kentucky died on Wednesday, July 6,2016 at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville, Tennessee from injuries sustained in a work accident.
He was born in San Luis Potosi, Mexico on Jan.
22, 1980.
He was employed by W.A. Kendall & Seelbach
Tree Trimming Company as a climber. He was a
veteran of the Mexican Army and was a member of
the St. Leo Catholic Church.
He *as preceded in death by his father, Abraham Labastida Lugo.
Torras
Mr. Torres is survived by his mother, Juana Torres Martinez of Mexico; his wife, Ofelia Trejo-Zuniga of Murray; two daughters, Paloma Y. Labastida-Trejo and Britany J. Labastida-Trejo both of
Murray; one nephew, Abraham Labastida of Murray; as well as five sisters.
A funeral mass will be at 10 a.m. Wednesday, July 13 at St. Leo
Catholic Church with Eugene Batungbacal officiating. Burial will
follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, July 12, 2016 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home and from 9-10 a.m. Wednesday. July
13,2016 at the church.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.corn
The J.H Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Onlookers heeded call to help largest square dance attempt
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
(AP) - Some spectators at a
Tennessee bluegrass festival
jumped in at the la.st minute to
help locals try to break the Guinness World Record for largest
square dance.
Gloria Christy says they may
have tipped the balance. She's

president of Uncle Dave Macon
Days in Murfreesboro.
The Daily News Journal reports 808 dancers were needed
to break the record Thursday.
Organizers counted 736 dancers
before they put the call out to onlookers. Christy says she thinks
about 200 more people joined.•

Imes Funeral Home & Crematory,
downtown Murray
Jefferey Lowell Simmons,55
A celebration of life service will be at 1 p.m. Monday, July
11,2016 at Woodmont Baptist Church, Nashville,Tennessee. A
private graveside service will follow in Murray City Cemetery.
•

The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Patricia Let Lovett,67
Funeral service will be at 2 pm Monday,July 11(2016 at the
funeral home. Burial will follow in Barnett Cemetery.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Hairstylist Pat Miller works with Isabella Ham, 6, of Murray,
Saturday morning while fellow hairstylist Rebecca Graham
is shown at work on another subject as they gave free haircuts as part of the Missioncation Health Fair at First Baptist
Church of Murray.

•HEALTH fair...

Ray D. Wire

Vernon E. Murrell

FUNERAL NOTICE

Major Ray D. Wire, 86, of Murray, Kentucky,
died on Friday, July 8, 2016 at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital.
He was born in Kansas City, Missouri on July 25.
1929 to David P. Wire and Annie Ray (Faulconer)
Wire.
He retired from the U.S. States Army as a major
having served in the Korean and Vietnam wars. He also was a private pilot and was of Baptist faith.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by four brothers and three sisters.
Major Wire is survived by his wife, Sue Wire of Murray, whom
he married in 1984; two stepdaughters, Debbie Coles and husband
Allen and Lisa Sanders.all of Murray; three stepsons, Randell Sanders and wife Beth of South Carolina,James Sanders and wife Donna
and Larry Sanders and wife Rosemary, all of Murray; as well as
several stepgrandchildren and stepgreat-grandchildren.
A memorial service will be at 4 p.m. Wednesday,July 13,2016 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Visitation will be from 2 p.m. until
the service hour at the funeral home.
Online condolences can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. II
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From front
urday like this, you're going to
have less distractions," she said.
"Most little league sports have
wound down by now so this is
a good time for parents looking
to get these things out of the way
for school."
Crouch said six doctors - dentists and physicians combined volunteered their services Saturday, along with a staff of nurses
and other assistants. One of those
was Clegg Austin, a pediatrician
in Murray for 55 years.
"There is absolutely nowhere
else I'd rather be than right
here," Austin said between examining young patients. "I'm
really glad to be part of this because I'm taking care of children
and that's the thing I've done for
so long. I love doing it."
Though this was a health fair,
there were other aspects offered,
including haircuts for children
and adults alike, courtesy of a
team of four hairstylists. Also,
family photographs were offered
as well. And everything, including a lunch in the church's Fellowship Hall, was free.
That pleased Jessi Williams

of Murray as she watched her
daughter, Isabella Ham, 6, receive hair care from Murray
stylist Pat Miller.
"Haircuts are expensive and I
didn't know when I'd be able to
get(her children) in to see someone for that so it's really good for
me that they're having that here
today," Williams said. "This is
oat of those things you have to
get done before school starts so
it's going to be good to go ahead
and get that out of the way,along
with (other exams).
"I figure that the more I can
get done at one time, the better
off we're going to be as far as
getting them ready for school
this year."
Along with the health fair,
Missioncation projects included cleanup operations at Murray-Calloway County Parks &
Recreation facilities, construction of wheelchair ramps for residents, along with home repair
work. Crouch said this included
the installation of base lattices
for at least two mobile homes
that are required and may have
meant eviction for the families
had the installations not occurred.•
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

Help Wanted

Subject to conditions prescribed by the
Fulton Independent Schools Board of

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.

Education, sealed bids for a lump-sum
contract are invited for the following work:

Dnvers License
required.
Call between the
hours of 8am - 10am.
270-978-7157.

selective replacement of toilet fixtures,
toilet accessories, toilet partitions,
and countertops,
painting and flooring replacement, and
selective light fixture replacement.
Project Cost Range is anticipated to be
under $330,000.
Procedures: Bidding documents will be
available to prime bidders at
Paducah Blueprint after June 27, 2016.
Documents may be viewed at
Paducah Blueprint,

$10412/hr.

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
mu may ledger.corn,
you will be redirected

PAINTING contractor
is recruiting professional painters with 2
years
experience,
this website.
painters trainee proHowever, as a national
gram positions are
website, not all listings
also available. Gall
on the jobnetwork.com
270-753-6895 to apply
" are placed through
and leave voice mesthe Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
sage. Benefit program
us if you have any
include 401k and
questions regarding
vacations. No walk in
the Murray area
applicants accepted.
job listings. Thank you.
EOE

at Fulton High School.
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Phone 270-759-4420.

Notes

3600

SQ. FT.

WAREHOUSE STORAGE
FOR RENT
CALL

270-293-9690

SWEET Corn is ready.
We will be accepting
orders starting now
Pick up at 6370
Crossland Road by
appointment. $3.00 a
dozen. We pick
Bodacious, Honey
Select, Triple Sweet.
270-293-5566.

Address
City,

Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Boa 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

LEDGER
sim

$750/MONTH

TWO entombment's
crypts
in
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Mausoleum Building/
outside. Numbers 19
and 20 for further information call 270-7535755
ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their ads
for any error
Murray Ledger limes
wal be responstbie for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported Immediately so
corrections can be
made

Sweet Corn. Poaches
and
Cream
and
Honey Select. 4290
Wlswell Rd. Down
town Lynn Grove,
and 1410
Glendale. 270-22E4208 270-293-3919.

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
Its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
°Calf.
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities

f

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342
160
Homo Furnishings

State taws Intbid
in dr sale, renfa
of real estate bas
addition to th
under federal Lai

We will Icnowin
adverbsing for n
not cn vaiabou
persona are he
that all dwellinF
available on an
arty basis.
For further assis
Housing Adver
mots, contact
Rue P Warn.(

IS

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

UNIT SIZE

5X 10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00

10X20..$45.00

10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-2934113t.,
Can Deliveif$41Down
Take home today!

280
Mobile Homes For Rant
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

.

•,,

Tennessee Department of
Environment and Conservation,
Authannation No 327158,
Mardi, 2016

•

2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-7530259
38R 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

•

4‘,
State Panics
▪ MN"

Outside Sales
Representative
Looking for energetic,
highly motivated individual with a
sales background in the building
products market who has called on
retailers.
Proven sales experience with interior
building products. (flooring products,
acoustical ceiling products and drywall
products)
SEND RESUME TO
P.O BOX 1040 E
Murray, KY 42071
No phone calls.

4Bdrm, 3ba, $1060
1802 A Valley Dr.
270-753-8242
270-752-0313
No Utilities included.
CALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS

for the Southern Kentucky area

Name

M11.1.1.111.11.
.
1 111
.
.
111
110

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

10X10..$30.00

,R

-

ts SizesvG Lti,(Acilitrit•11
4/7 Surveillance • E
iy
812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

15

270-753-3853

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.
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A pre-bid meeting will be held on
July 1, 2016 at 1:30 P.M.

Independent Board of Education Office
304 West State Line Road, Fulton, KY.

H&H Guns

DISCLAIMER

to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on

AGC West KY Plan Room,
and West TN Plan Room.

Cash paid for good,
used guns

glad to help.
Murray Ledger dr
Times
270-753-1916

TPO roof replacement,

don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

Visa

Murray Ledger
Housing A

Storage Rentals

Want to Buy

Call us, we'll be

issued by Ace Design Group, LLC,
1616-A Highway 121 Bypass North,
Murray, KY 42071.

Check Money Order

ll5C.

140

Selling your
motorcycle or ATV?

060

to get the latest news &

$65.00
$119.00

430

Matthew Imes,
Pre- Arrangernert
DIrecter
Funera,
Spec al,st &

Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

6325 Security Blvd., Baltimore, Maryland 21107.

This Advertisement for Bids document is

MO.
6 mo.
12 mo.

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You

N 46.• SI.•••

and Human Services, Health Care Financing Administration,

Bid Security in the amount of 5% of the bid

local Delivery

AUSTIN
Sorvl
All types
&ocelot
270-705

PRE-PLANNING

President LTC Division, Licensed Nursing Home
Administrator at 270-752-2.900, or US. Department of Health

PUBLIC NOTICE

Subscribe today

410

Thank you for your business'

IPS*irt

concerns regarding the policies and/or operations of Spring
Creek Health Care may be addressed to Sandra J. Dick, Vice

General Contract (all trades),

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!
270-753-1916

murrayeyecare.com

Dr. Kevin Adams

Health Care to admit, assign room accommodations and serve
residents equally. All services and facilities of Spring Creek
Health Care used routinely by all persons are administered in
this manner. All parties making referrals to other facilities, or
recommendations for other services made by our facilities are

Project Number: BG#16-157.
Description of Work:

The Planning Commission rri0 hold a public heanng
on Tuesday, July 19. 2016 at 5:00pm in the Council
Chambers of City Hall located at 104 N 5th Street to
review: Text Amendment to Section 1 Article 2 of the
Zoning Ordinance as it pertains to definitions; Request
to rezone property located at 1102 Story Avenue from
R-2 to 6-2. The Board of Zoning Adjustments will
meet on Wednesday. July 20, 2016 at 4.30pm at the
location above to review the following: A Conditional
use permit to operate a dance /fitness studio in an
Industrial Zone located at 506 Industrial Road;
Conditional use permit to operate a used car lot in an
Industrial Zone located at 615 South 3rd Street
Extended; Dimensional Variance to add a third
tree-standing sign at 506 North 12th Street.
If further information is needed, please contact the
Murray Planning Department at 270-762-0300.

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

308 S. 12th
Murray
270-759-2500

•EyegIasses
•Contacts
'Eye Disease

also made with adherence to the privacy act Any questions or

ftit
FriI
Maim
1188.11pa.
Tr.1mi
Wei it pa
Tr 12

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

4,2rEyecare Specialties

Discrimination Act of 1975 and the rules and regulations of the
US.Department of Health and Human Services, which provide
that DO person in the United States on the basis of race, color,
national origin, handicap, or age shall be excluded from
participation in, admission or access to, denied the benefits of,
or otherwise be subjected to discrimination under any of the
facility's programs or activities. It is the policy of Spring Creek

That Day - *argots or
Over 20 words$50 each
Additional Consecutive Da
8.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
Nutt,gaitsifieds go into Smart
$8

010

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Spring Creek Health Care misists of 226 beds at 1401 S. me'
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071 Spring Creek Health Care im
recipient of federal and state financial assistance from the
Department of Health and Human Services, and is subject to the
provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964; Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; and the Age

Adult 'IYik
Dewalt
Garage pit
microwav
clothing,
chairs
Much Mu

RCS

1-800-729-0524

Electricay, and 24/7 Surveillance

itterisel Mid Ree

Sity,

Climate Control
III 41:11:4i)
CAU 01 Willi STORACif Nit UV
1900 A N. 12th St. • P.O. Box 65 Murray, KY 42071
Office -2707532905. Fax - 270-753-9505
• garlandten(als agmail.com
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C

270-753-6556
1505 Dulguid Dr.
TOO 1-800-545-18a3 ex1283

STORAGE and
PROPANE

Controlled
Storage Units Now

119E MAIN ST

Available,

,
ittn
This iriv4

.1
6

at °PVITaig.7,,'

Craftsman Style House
3Bed 1NewBath,
Newly Updated,
Hardwood Floors.
223 E. Main Puryear,
TN $1850Deposit
$500Mthy.
Call 270-753-2222

Transport, LLC
Truck Drivers to run from
Western Kentucky and
Southwest Indiana to
Virginia and back to
Midwest.
Please call RCS Transport
at

For a your storage convenience

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
Alervalliese LW NM 14,12614.
.4111C beep MOIL 116

1BR from $345
2BR from $375

**HOUSE FOR
RENT**

..J

DE

2Br 2Be
I
Ne
w
Decorated C/H/A
In county. $650/month.
Deposit required.
lyr lease. No pets.
270-293-7019.
129 3rd
Street
Almo,
Ky.
$675/Month
and
$675/Deposit.
310279-3327.
3BR

1Ba.

3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups. shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

1270)753-6266
HOURS,
MON-FRI
8,00-4.00
SATURDAY
8,00-12,00

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

New Climate

Call 270-753-9999
Visit us online at
www.SBGproperty.com
Or

www.inur'aykyrentals.corn

Commerical Prop. For Rent

720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of 121 S & Glendate

10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

Rol Storage, LLC
840 S. 4th St a
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting in every unit,
securtty lighting,
newly remodeled,
27 781-7557
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

*Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

COMMERCIAL
PROPERTY
Available for
Immediate Lease
808 Chestnut St
Murray. KY
4.000
8.000
or 12.000

Sq. Ft. Available

270•293•7144
PROFESSIONAL
for
Office
Space
Physicians, Dentists,
Attorneys. Great location near 12th and
Sharpe St. 2,500 Sq.
Ft. Large parking area.
1-404-313-1051.

& Times

Murray Ledger & fines

Monday, July II, 2016 • 7

Beautiful Kestacky
Lake water front lots.
Private setting, dock
able, deep water. 1.22
acre for $135,000 and
2.47 acre for $155,000
Call 731493-1113.

MAW A SAT.
9Aid - Scof
Adult Trike Bicycle,
Dewalt table saw,
Garage plastic cans,
microwave, books,
clothing, shelves,
chairs and
Much Much More.

.sl
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

latthew Imes.
•Arrimgernert
nerar arector

kD

p Rentals

USES

puth •--

West Kentucky

•RES/Of407/4(

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Profeasionals
270-293-7872
Spacious
5 Bedroom,
4 Bath Home
Mist) Meadows
Subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club
Newly remodled
basement,
New furnace and
water heater

Mes

CavrAc7 Scorr
270-9.78-7157

GARY W. DICK

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

At real estate advertised herein
is Abed in the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or disouninanon based on race, coke milMon, sex, handicap, familial status or national imply or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination
Sale laws foetid disoimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept .any
advertising for realest-Me whiie
is rot in violation or the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunth,base.

NOVSF?
WE CAN SIT Till
WORD our/
753-19/6

USED TIRES

Call 753-5606

ROOFING

*Gutter Cleaning

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

W.OECMUL LAY CO M

(270) 759-0890

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

Gary 270-227-0420

Roofing Specials
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
11/s our house!

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

You grow it,
We will mew it!

Home Remodel &
Repair. Framing, roofing, siding, doors and
windows, deck and
awnings, drywall hanging and Finnish, painting, flooring, cab and
counters.
Insured.
Phone 270-226-5581,
call or text 608-3060053.

KENTUCKY LAKE
REMODELING.COM
AU Aspects of
Remodeling
*Home lnipro,(mints
-Bath •Kitchen
& Additions

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Strip!, ;
Gravel-D:1,5

d

“1"1,'tivi

270-293-4256

•LanelocapIng-- new cuvi ex istino
Li& tq

nowt 1.4.115diestimt

•Laradiralft maintenance
JCJ Construction

•Trimming
-Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

(270)489-2839

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
lams C.Salliests

*Yard Work

Free Estimates
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

contractors, LLC

*Pressure Washing

R/T
Lawn Service

IfilINC YOUR

Csa In-sorra

Nelestrld/Carerdinedisedal

McCUISTON

(270) 759-0501

Call 270-75C-04T7
-

1
PRESSURE WASHIJF
-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS
Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY
Brandon Wells
270-293-1279

*Handyman Services

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

itiff0 NilP
Solierray Ledger &Tunes Fai,
Housing Ad Notice

of funeral
r Co.

Serving

.
144e4' 6
.
441

'he

YARO swe"
3// 0,1koate

CIAL

•PRESTORE WAIS/11416

•COMMIAT/41

GER

11URRAY

Hill Appliance
Repair

190 ZAAIOSCAPAVC

'Drywall -Painting
-The -Flooring •flecks
•Insured -Sr Discount
-Free Estimates
-Member of "A" Rating
on Angie's List

270-436-5959

rewic

David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Wale,Damaged Floors
&wee & Floor Jost

CLEAN CUT
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVALI

Remodeing & Piurrbrig
WI Do Insurance Work

via & Mastercard Accepted

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

ERRE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

"BIG or small
Ted Hogs them All"

Over 28 Years
Experience

Call or Text
Ted
214-766-79

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Moore's
Concrete
•Onveways
-Patios
-Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
•Lic & Ins

Hill Electric

41/ Showies HandAtigge

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

weekly & special pickups
ocally owned/operated

753-9562

270-759-1151
270-293-2783
270-293-2784

Jeff Meer*
951-2119-9253

wwv hillelectnc corn

Reserve your Space
TODAY
CALL 270-753-1916

For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirement, contact NM Camel
Rene P Milarn.i7Cel 648-1000.

te-

trim yards
(4.4.1.110 L. rximd
*Clean Up caul crutduar projects
Free Estimating
270 293 3406

•
A/6>W and

LLIGEIt

&TimEs

MEW OMEN
t
S1

5.00
30.00
35.00
equired

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers. The object is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The ditticutty level
of the Concepts Suctoku increases trom Monday to Sunday.

YARD Sc YARD Vat YARD 4941,9 SUDOKU

By Dave Green

Conceptis SudoKu

3 DAYS ONLY $12.00

81

3
61

4
9

PLACE AD ON OUR MAP
JULY 14TH 16TH
JULY 21ST - 23RD
JULY 28TH - 30TH

?rice

,
Mb

111 Wwf,Olt

1145E NEE OS!
y, KY 42071

Monday 11th
Monday 18th
Monday 25th
BY NOON

53-9505
$agmail.com

Climate
rolled
Units Now
debt&
753-9999

. online at
property corn
or
kyrentals.com

II Prop For Rent

ERCIAL
PER TV
able for
late Lease
estnut St
ray. KY

.000
.000

12.000
Available

9307144

SSIONAL
for
Space
.s, Dentists,
. Great locar 12th and
3. 2,500 Sq.
parking area.
1-1051.
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Difficu tv Level *

DEADLINES:

ATIONS:

Answer to previous puzzle

• Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'
to someone special!

ACROSS
"Peter Pan" pooch
1
Los Angeles NFL team
5
Visit briefly
9
Visitor from space
10
12
— garde
Pound parts
13
14
Meal on the grass
Mine rock
16
Sore
17
Loathing
18
Director Ang
21
Mass leader
22
Julianne of "Still Alice"
23
Some silverware
24
El — (Spanish hero)
26
TV's Goldberg
29
Tex-Mex snack
30
Gusher flow
31
Health center
32
Chilled
34
37
By surprise
38
Car sticker
Flour factories
39
Egotist's focus
40
Diamond corner
41
DOWN
Beginner
1
Cochise's people
2
Foolish fellow
3
Opposed
4
Jay-Z's genre
5
Pub drink
6
They're underage
7
Classified
8
Vatican-based
9
Must have
11
Persistent
15
Broadcasts
19
Golf peg
20
Inside info
22
Cow call
23
Polishes
24
Urban officers
25
Venice byways
26

CROSSWORDS
BRASH
UWOL
RATIO
CCIIEF
ANTES
HALER
AGE
EON
ELM
ICED
DEALER
SNOWBANKS
GA ITS
AHOY THERE
EL TORO
PIES
TAP
ORE
LEA
TEASE
EL LEN
EATEN
ALERT
REDO
TORSO

Saturday's answer
Winter dripper
Port sights
Lumber
Leg bone
Flock member
Baseball's Ripken
North Pole worker

27
28
29
30
33
35
36
1

2

3

4

55

9

10

12

13

14

15

17

18

6

7

8
11

16
19

20

;.

21

23
rdi

26

25

27

30

29

_.
32

31

35

34

36

33
37
9

38
40

41

_.,

28
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Tea years ago
With the provision of about an acre
of land from the Housing Authority of Murray, the Calloway County
Health Department Board of Directors took a giant step forward in
construction of a new health care
center to replace the one on Olive
Street.
Clark Mosley is pictured holding
his bicycle straight and steady as
he navigates a narrow track during
Calloway County 4-H's Food-a-Rama and Bicycle Rodeo at West Side
Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Josh McKeel of Murray, are the parents of a daughter,Jacee Autumn McKeel, born June 17,
2006 at 12:31 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Rondel G. Smith of
Murray will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on July 16.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University football
coach Houston Nutt is shown explaining the rules of fastbreak football to campers at Murray State's
Racer Football Camp at Marshall
County High School. The one-day
camp drew approximately 103 boys
age 8-17 and featured games and
fundamental drills. Nutt and his
coaching staff conducted five oneday camps around the region.
Lyndon Johnson was president,the
Ford Mustang was the hot new car,
The Beatles were beginning their
reign as the kings of pop music and
Ray Newsome began his career as a
letter carrier for the Murray Post Office. It was July 2, 1966. After three
decades of service to the people of
Murray, Newsome decided to retire
30 years to the day.
Danny Cunningham is pictured
driving as John Gore, Darrell
Troupe, Hank Parker and Dewayne
Smith spray for tobacco suckers
on Cunningham's farm near Stella.
Cunningham. like most farmers in
the area. is hoping for rain.
Murray Board of Education chairman Van Haverstock is pictured
welcoming Eleanor Mills to the
Murray School System. Mills is the
new principal at Murray Elementary
School.
School officials who participated

in a ground breaking ceremony for
the addition to Calloway County
Middle School are pictured and include Steve Enoch, Robert McDaniel, Steve Grogan, Tim Stone, Dr.
Jack Rose and Rick Murdock.
Thirty years ago
The Murray Board of Education
approved a recommendation to hire
a head band director for Murray
High School. John McDonald was
hired by the board to replace Gary
Mullins who recently resigned from
the Murray School System.
Meredith Howe won the girls' division and Bill Fandrich won his age
division at the Junior Black Patch
Golf Tournament of the Princeton
Country Club.
The Jammers were the champions
of the middle division girls softball
league. Members include Becky Jo
Kelso, Tyra Gamble, Missy Holland, Maurice Thomas, Christy
Beane, Melissa Muscio, Ann Marie Shapla, Marti McClard, Tonya
Hughes, Mary Catherine Wooldridge. Deidra Holcomb, KaDonna
Randolph and Jennifer Turner.
Pictured is Gail Cornelison and
her two-year-old daughter Casey
as they enjoy a spin on the merrygo-round at the Murray-Calloway
County Fair.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Michael Burkeen,
a girl to Dr. and Mrs. Bill Whittaker,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wade Barrow
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
B. Taylor.
Fifty years ago
Materials for lighting of Murray
City Park have arrived and installation has been underway this week
according to Ty Holland, park director.
Sixty years ago
L.D. Cook Jr., Robert Eugene
Johnson, Hugh Thomas Carroll,
Gaylon Hudspeth and Robert Bernard Beach left July 10 for induction in the Armed Forces in Louisville according to officials of local
Board No. 10 of Selective Service.

Child's crying is driving
neighbor to distraction
DEAR ABBY: I live in a beautiful apartment in the perfect location and have been here for three
years. This past year my neighbors
had a second baby. This child cries
constantly during all hours of the
night
and
most of the
day. I hear
the wailing
and the parents yelling
and
slamming doors
when
they
are frustrated.
Dear Abby
I thought
as the child
by
got a litAbigail
tle older it
Van Buren
would
get
but
better,
it hasn't. He's now I 1/2 and still
crying constantly. I'm stressed out
and losing sleep because of the
constant commotion.
In the beginning, the parents
were tolerant of their child, and I
didn't complain because I didn't
want to stress them out. Now I feel
stuck. Should I complain directly
to them, contact the building manager or just make arrangements to
move?
I feel like a terrible person to
complain. We must give young
children and parents some leeway, but this isn't their first child.
and I worry that something more
is going on. I love this place, but
I cannot continue like this! Please
help me. I'm losing my sanity and
goodwill toward children. -- LOSING MY SANITY
DEAR LOSING: It's possible
that something is wrong with the
child. Talk to the building manager, explain the problem, and say
that a year and a half of the racket
is enough. You may learn that you
are not the only tenant bothered by
the constant crying and door-slamming.
If the problem can't be correct-

Today In History

ed, contact a lawyer and check to
see if you have grounds to break
your lease and get out of there. You
have a right to the quiet enjoyment
of your home. You have my sympathy
•••••

DEAR ABBY: Recently the
news has been filled with stones
of tragedy and heartache. So many
innocent lives have been taken that
it has proven to be challenging to
process. Although I haven't personally known anyone affected in
these events, I feel the weight of
gnef on my heart.
I know I'm not the only person who is confused about how to
manage their emotions after national tragedies. Do you have any
suggestions as to what to do during
times like these? -- WANTING TO
HEAL IN WISCONSIN
DEAR WANTING: Yes. But
first, let me suggest what NOT to
do. Do not remain glued to your
television or computer screen taking in every graphic detail that
invariably follows the announcement. Ration the input, and the
"poison" will affect you less.
Talk about your feelings with
friends and/or family rather than
bottling them up and letting them
fester. And if it will make you feel
less helpless, donate some money
to the families who have been affected by these tragedies to help
with funeral or other unexpected
expenses. While it won't fix their
heartache -- or yours -- it will let
them know that others care.
If it won't depress you further,
participate in community rallies,
vigils or other organized events to
show support. This, too, can help.
•••••

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069.
•
•11010•

Effective treatments are
available for excessive sweating
DEAR DOCTOR K: I'm a
woman in her 70s. My problem
is that I sweat heavily, day and
night. Of course, it's worse in the
summer. I'm way past menopause
What can I do?
DEAR
READER:
Doctors call
excessive
sweating
"hyperhidrosis." It is not
a rare probI've
lem;
treated many
patients for
Dr. Komaroff it. In every
they
case,
by
waited a long
Dr. Anthony
time before
talking about
Komaroff
the problem.
beThat's
cause they thought it was such a
trivial issue that they didn't want
to waste the doctor's time.
Hyperhidrosis is not trivial. Excessive sweating can reduce your
social life and interfere with work.
Some people with hyperhidrosis
sweat through their clothing two
or three times a day. Fortunately,
there are several ways to treat it.
Why do we need to sweat? Our
body tries to keep its inside temperature constant, at around 98.6
degrees F. When we exercise, or
in hot weather, we start to heat up.
Our body needs to lose that heat.
When we sweat, the evaporation of
sweat from our skin causes the loss
of body heat.
How do we sweat? Sweat is
made by little glands under the
skin -- little sacs that fill with fluid. They are called eccrine glands
and are activated by signals from
the brain. The signals release a
chemical called acetylcholine from
nerve endings near the gland. That
activates the glands to squeeze the
fluid up through a little pore or
channel, where it then spills out on
the surface of the skin.
People with hyperhidrosis are

overly sensitive to acetylcholine.
In response, they produce much
more sweat than average. In most
cases, excessive sweating isn't
dangerous; it's simply embarrassing and inconvenient. But that's
reason enough to want to do something about it.
Treatments for hyperhidrosis include the following:
-- Topical antiperspirants are
effective for underarms as well as
hands and feet. Look for a preparation containing an aluminum
salt, such as aluminum chlonde.
The more salt the antiperspirant
contains, the longer it will work.
If over-the-counter antiperspirants
aren't strong enough, try a prescription-strength preparation.
-- In iontophoresis, your hands
or feet are submerged in lukewarm
water for 20 to 30 minutes while
a mild electric current is passed
through the water. This appears to
temporarily block sweat glands. As
many as 10 initial sessions usually are required to stop sweating.
These are followed by weekly
maintenance sessions. This procedure can also be used on underarms.

Botulinum toxin A (Botox) injections are FDA-approved for underarm hyperhidrosis and are also
effective for hands and feet. Multiple injections are required. Botox
blocks the release of acetylcholine
in the nerve endings. This prevents
the nerve cells from communicating with sweat glands.
-- Some doctors prescribe oral
medications that reduce the activity of acetylcholine. But acetylcholine has many functions in
the body, so these drugs can have
many side effects.
-- If your problem is severe and
other options don't work, you may
need to consider surgery to remove
the affected sweat glands. But usually the other options work, making surgery unnecessary.
(This column is an update of
one that ran originally in July
2013.)

Mots From Nelelse

Today is Monday, July I 1 , the
193rd day of 2016. There are 173
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July II, 1804, Vice President
Aaron Burr mortally wounded former Treasury Secretary Alexander
Hamilton during a pistol duel in
Weehawken, New Jersey.(Hamilton
died the next day.)
- On this date:
In 1767, John Quincy Adams,the
sixth president of the United States,
was born in Braintree, Massachusetts.

In 1798, the U.S. Marine Corps
was formally re-established by a
congressional act that also created
the U.S. Marine Band.
In 1936, New York City's Trborough Bridge (now officially the
Robert F. Kennedy Bridge) linking
Manhattan, Queens and The Bronx
was opened to traffic.
In 1952, the Republican National
Convention, meeting in Chicago,
nominated Dwight D. Eisenhower
for president and Richard it Nixon !.
for vice president.
In 1955, the U.S. Air Force Acad-

emy swore in its first class of cadets
at its temporary quarters at Lowry
Air Force Base in Colorado.
In 1960, the novel "To Kill a
Mockingbird" by Harper Lee was
first published by J.B. Lippincott
and Co.
In 1966, the game show -The
Newlywed Game," hosted by Bob
Eubanks, premiered on ABC-TV.
In 1991, a Nigeria Airways DC-8
carrying Muslim pilgrims crashed
at the Jiddah, Saudi Arabia, international airport, killing all 261 people
on board.
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TOO BIG TO SEE
Dear Readers: Today's SOUND OFF is about the
size of print on frozen-food packages. The reader
wrote: "I buy my meat in bulk at a warehouse store,
and my complaint is about the size of the printing on
the packaging. It's so large that I can't inspect the
meat." -- Laura D., via email.
Hey Laura, a common complaint. If there is a butcher
available, you can always ask
them to unwrap it for you. Or
why notfind out the store's policy, and you may be able to ask
for a particular cut. As stag*
before in this column, if )15w
are unhappy when you open the
package at home, take it back!
Do keep your receipt to show
them. -- Heloise
by
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise .
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1 -210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other usesfor napkin rings:
* Around small candlesfor decorations.
* Slide onto a scarfas a decoration.
* Attach a hanger and use as an ornament or decoration.
* Slip around appliance cords to keep them organized.
* To hold a small bouquet offlowers.
Heloise
BREAD BAGS IN RESTROOMS
Dear Heloise: I recently read about the different
uses for bread bags.and 1 have one of my own. I travel
with small children, and public restrooms are neces-

sary.
Before they sit, I insert each arm of the toilet seat
into a bread bag. That way, if they touch the seat, they
touch the bread bag instead.
When finished, I just grab the wrappers by the end
and put in the trash. For children, it's much more sanitary than toilet paper on the seat. -- Roslyn in Savannah, Ga.
TEDDY-BEAR BATH
Dear Heloise: My daughter has a favorite teddy
bear that desperately needs washing. I thought about
stipking it in the washer on the gentle cycle, but
airtight I'd check with you first about the actual process and type of detergent I should use.
Thanks for your hints. As a single dad, I appreciate
them. -- Christopher in New York
You're on the right track, Christopher. Use the detergent you normally use, but don't overdo it! Less is
more. Put the teddy bear in a mesh laundry bag or pillowcase (close with safety pins), and wash alone, with
no other items. Use a second rinse, then into the dryer.
In this case(and with most laundry), it's better to use a
lower heat setting and a longer time period than high
heatfor a short time. Give the bear and your daughter
a big hug. -- Heloise
REFRIGERATOR CLEANOUT
Dear Heloise: I try to clean out my refrigerator the
night before or the morning of trash day. This way, it
doesn't linger long in the trash can and become stinky,
which then attracts neighborhood varmints!
If some things need to be thrown out before trash
day, I'll combine it all into one large resealable bag
and freeze it until trash day. I just need to remember
that I have frozen food to throw out on trash day! -Veronica G. in Colorado
(c).2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Horoscope
DUSTIN

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, July 12, 2016:
This year you often feel tense. The power of
exercise, yoga or mediation to reduce your stress
becomes obvious. Taking good care of yourself
is imperative. Your psychic ability or your intuitive
sense often comes into play and points you in the
right direction. Learn to trust yourself and remain
confident. If you are single, you might crave a
relationship. You are likely to meet someone
special who is a homebody, like you. If you are
attached, the two of you will benefit from more
one-on-one time together. Plan a special vacation
together soon. SCORPIO is more emotional than
you are, but he or she chooses not to show it!
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HEY I JUST REALIZED
TODAY DATE 15 7-11.

7-11 MAKES
ME WANT A
SLURPEE. ARE
YOU BUYING?

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
GARFIELD v?
SIGH

I CAN"t GO ON
LIKE THIS

0
0

PEANUTS Rj

444e 54OULD
I NA1TE FOR
YOu ?

I

MEAN, CAN
YOV GIVE ME
A REASON 7

IF I'm 60046 ID VOTE FOR
SOMEONE, I ANT
HAVE A 6000 liTASON

ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
**** Your imagination might be hard to rein in
as it spins out of control. You sometimes cannot
contain your responses, no matter what. You have
a streak of impulsiveness that at times stuns even
you. Confirm plans and times, as mistakes could
happen with ease.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** Pace yourself. You have a lot of ground to
cover, and you are determined to do it. Rushing
around putting out one fire after another might
leave you feeling too exhausted to complete
everything you must. Refuse to let someone get
under your skin.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Settling in this morning could be close to
impossible. Your imagination provokes one idea
after another. A friend could be quirky, and he or
she is likely to do something unexpected. You
might not be sure what would be best to do.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Keep priorities in your mind. Express your
feelings to a loved one by explaining that you
might not have time to complete everything you
must. Your caring comes out when dealing with
a domestic matter. Confirm what you hear. Ask
questions, if need be
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**it.** Venus moves into your sign and adds

to your allure and desirability. The unexpected is
likely to occur, which will force you to stop and
reconsider what you are doing. Your sense of
humor emerges quickly. Others will respond well
to your charm.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** A little extra caution goes a long way with
romance,children and/or fu nds.A misunderstanding
could upset you, but it doesn't need to. Relax and
understand where you are coming from.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might wonder exactly what you
need to do in order to make a situation work. At
the moment, sending less confusing messages
and maintaining an optimistic perspective would
be most helpful.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep reaching out to someone whom you
care a lot about. This person might be unavailable
right now, but don't give up. Once you loosen up
and look at a matter from a different perspective,
you will feel better.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might be more aware of a loved
one than you have been in a while. You could
be surprised by this person, as you could be
witnessing a very sassy or touchy side of his or her
personality. Become more of an observer.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Assume your rightful place in a work- or
community-related event. YOU have carried a lot of
responsibility thus far; be willing to accept some of
the natural successes that follow. Determine what
you want from an evolving situation.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Look for an unusual solution or a creative
way past a hassle. Know that there is one -- you
just have not found it yet. Be willing to take a risk if
you feel that someone is being unreasonable. Walk
away from unbelievable ideas and resolutions.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** One-on-one relating opens new doors
and provides an unusual solution. You might
not feel as if you can say "no" to a partner. You
can, but you have chosen not to. Try to express
your authentic feelings. Express your opinions
clearly.
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COLLEGE BASEBALL

MLB:St LOUIS 5, MILWAUKEE I

Dubsky
now 4-0
in six
starts for
St. Cloud

Leake has 10 Ks,Cardinals hit
2 homers in win over Brewers
The Associated Press

By JEFF ARDU
Sports Editor
he Murray State Racers
have 17 players on their
current roster who are
playing in collegiate baseball
leagues across the nation this
summer.
Here is an update on their
progress:

T

Austin Dubsky
Dubsky is a starting pitcher
for the St. Cloud Rox of the
Northwoods League.
In six games this season, his
record is 4-0 with a 1.13 ERA
(five earned runs in 40 innings).
Dubsky has given up 32 hits
and 10 runs overall with 25
strikeouts and 19 walks.
He was the winning pitcher
in a 10-4 decision at Rockford
on Tuesday. Despite giving up
seven hits. Dubsky pitched six
innings, allowing three runs
(one earned) with six strikeouts
and five walks.
St. Cloud finished the first
half at 24-11 and in second
place, a half-game behind Eau
Claire in the NL North Division
standings. The Rox are 3-1 and
currently second in the second
half.

AP Photo
Milwaukee's Jonathan Villar is caught by St. Louis' Aledmys
Diaz while stealing second during a baseball game Sunday
in Milwaukee.

hits, including an RBI single in
Adams snapped an 0-for-27 the first for the Brewers, who are
MILWAUKEE — For a team skid with a solo homer estimat- 0-13-1 in their last 14 series with
that thinks it can and will play ed at 455 feet to lead off the sec- St. Louis.
a whole lot better, the St. Louis ond. That ended a 16 I/3-inning
Strikeouts have been a probCardinals are in decent position. scoreless streak for Guerra(6:2). lem Milwaukee season, and
Mike Leake struck out a sea- The right-hander allowed anoth- Leake(6-7) was an unlikely canson-high 10 over seven innings, er solo shot to Grichuk in the didate to keep that going.
Matt Adams and Randal Gri- sixth and snapped a three-start
Leake entered with a rate of
chuk homered,and the Cardinals winning streak.
5.7 strikeouts-per-nine-inning,
cooled off Milwaukee rookie JuGrichuk and Adams added ranking 91st out of99 qualifying
nior Guerra in a 5-1 victory over RBI hits in the ninth.
pitchers in the majors. However,
the Brewers on Sunday.
"Even though the (hitless he used his slider to keep MilAledmys Diaz scored from skid) I felt that I was squaring up waukee off balance.
first on a single in the fifth to some balls and just hitting them
"1 had that to go to because
snap a tie and the Cardinals en- hard right at them," Adams said. it was working and they were
tered the All-Star break having "But I was swinging at balls I swinging over it," Leake said.
cut a 12-game deficit to the Cubs don't normally swing at. The "So why not use it a little bit
to seven in the NL Central.
last couple days I felt I was able more'?"
"That's pretty impressive," to manage the strike zone a little
Leake allowed six hits and no
manager Mike Matheny said, bit better."
walks in his first win since June
"because we haven't played
Jonathan Lucroy had two 12.•

TENNIS: WIMBLEDON

NASCAR

Two-time champion

Keselowski
wins for
third time
at Kentucky
Speedway
The Associated Press

Caleb Arbeiter
Arbiter is a starting pitcher and a relief pitcher for the
Trojans of the St. Louis Metro
Collegiate Baseball League.
In seven games this season,
his record is 0-2 with a 3.85
ERA (nine earned runs in 21
innings). Arbeiter has given up
19 hits and Iliuns overall with
31 strikeoutg.and seven walks.
In his secona start of the season Saturday, Arbeiter suffered
a 6-4 loss to the Browns. In five
innings, he allowed six runs
(five earned) on six hits with
three strikeouts and two walks.
Arbeiter faced 23 batters in the
game.
The Trojans are 11-15 and
currently tied with the Knights
for fifth in the STMCBL standings.

Adam Bauer
Bauer is a left fielder for
the Petersburg Generals of the
Coastal Plain League.
In 22 games this season, his
batting average is .263(21-for80) with 15 RBIs and 11 runs
scored. Bauer, who went into a
2-for-12 slump last week, has
.438 slugging percentage and a
.355 on-base percentage.
Petersburg finished the first
half in eighth place (8-17) in the
CPL East Division standings.
In the second half, the Generals
are 1-3 and currently eighth.

Aaron Bence
long way with
understanding
to. Relax and
om.

SPORTS

www.murrayledger.com

Bence is a center fielder for
the Lafayette Aviators of the
Prospect League.
In 38 games this season, his
batting average is .288(40-for137) with 12 RBIs and 22 runs
scored. Bence, who continues to be the league leader in
stolen bases with 28, has a .373
on-base percentage and a .333
slugging percentage.
Lafayette, which has gone
4-6 in the second half to place
fifth, finished the first half 17-13
and in second place in the PL
East Division standings.

Blake Mynas
Clynes is a starting pitcher and a relief pitcher for the
Bandits of the St. Louis Metro
Collegiate Baseball League.
In six games this season,
his record is 0-1 with a 6.87
ERA(14 earned runs in 18 1/3
innings). Clynes has given up
21 hits and 16 runs overall with
17 strikeouts and 14 walks.
On Saturday against the
Kats,Clynes pitched four innings, allowing one earned run
on one hit. He struck out two
and walked three.
The Bandits are 20-8 and
currently first in the STMCBL
standings.

Matt Dudas
Dudas is a catcher for the
). See UPDATE, Page 10

AP Photo
ChampiTennis
Wimbledon
the
at
final
singles
men's
Andy Murray celebrates after beating Milos Raonic in the
onships on Sunday in London.

Murray's first Wimbledon was for
Britain, second was for himself
The Associated Press

Raonic's game.
"This one's going to sting," Raonic
LONDON — Andy Murray's first said.
It's been a rough few weeks for
Wimbledon championship was for his
Britain, what with its vote to leave
country.
the European Union, the drop of the
This one was for Andy Murray.
Dulling big serves with quick-re- pound's value, and the resignation of
flex returns, conjuring up daring pass- Prime Minister David Cameron, who
ing shots and playing impressively was seated in the front row of the Roymistake-free tennis all the while, Mur- al Box on Sunday, several seats over
ray beat Milos Raonic 6-4,7-6 (3),7-6 from Prince William and his wife,
(2) on Sunday for his second trophy at Kate.
During the trophy presentation,
the All England Club and third Grand
Murray joked: "Playing in a WimSlam title overall.
In 2013, Murray famously ended bledon final's tough, but I certainly
Britain's 77-year wait for one of its wouldn't like to be a prime minister.
own to win the men's final at Wimble- It's an impossible job."
Murray, a 29-year-old from Scotdon,a quest that became burdensome.
Now he wanted a victory to end his land, long dealt with the expectations
personal rut of three consecutive losses that accompanied being Britain's best
in major finals,including at the Austra- chance to find a male champion to
lian Open in January,and French Open succeed Fred Perry, who last won the
grass-court tournament in 1936. After
last month.
"It is different. I feel happier this Sunday's victory, Murray's mother,
time. I feel more content this time. I former British Fed Cup captain Judy,
feel like this was sort of more for my- referred to that old phenomenon as,
to
self more than anything, and my team "The constant,'When are you going
going
you
are
When
Wimbledon?
win
Murray
second-seeded
the
well,"
as
you gosaid."Last time, it was just pure relief, to win Wimbledon? When are
Wimbledon?"
win
to
ing
as
moment
the
enjoy
and I didn't really
But her son has dealt with that and
much, whereas I'm going to make sure
thanks to a counter-punching
thrived,
I enjoy this one."
of serve.
This was his 11th Grand Slam fi- game and sublime returns
and five
minutes
36
Raonic
took
It
nal, but the first against someone other
games to record his first ace,
than Novak Djokovic or Roger Feder- service
and he wound up with only eight. Over
er. The sixth-seeded Raonic eliminated
and over, Murray managed to get the
semifinals
the
in
sets
five
in
Federer
back,even one that came in at 147
Friday, and also defeated the play- ball
mph.
third
the
in
Djokovic
er who stunned
And while Murray only broke Raround,Sam Querrey.
once, to lead 4-3 in the opening
onic
become
Raonic
Those wins helped
was all it took, because the
that
set,
the first man representing Canada to
were surprisingly one-way
tiebreakers
reach a major final.
traffic.
He did it, primarily, by averaging
Murray also took 50 of 65 points
2 aces through six matches. But on he served across the first two sets, not
/
251
a breezy afternoon, at a Centre Court only never facing so much as a break
filled with nearly 15,000 partisan fans, point in that span but also being pushed
Murray shut down that inteeral nail of

to deuce merely once.
Finally, at 2-all in the third. Raonic got to 15-40 for his first — and,
it turned out, only — break points,
thanks to a forehand return winner off
an 82 mph second serve.
"Potentially turning points," said
Carlos Moya, one of a trio of coaches
for Raonic, including John McEnroe.
"If he got that break, who knows what
could happen?"
But Murray stood tall, taking the
next four points to hold, then wheeled
toward his box, pumping his right fist
and yelling.
According to the official statistics,
Murray made only 12 unforced errors,
two in the second set. While that's a
subjective accounting, anyone watching and listening could plainly tell
that he was striking the ball cleanly
and confidently, a crisp thwack resonating as racket strings hit ball, much
more often than not putting shots right
where intended.
"Really good stuff," Murray said.
His opponent's take?"He was playing much better than me off the baseline," Raonic acknowledged.
Taking it all in from Murray's guest
box, with seemingly nary a smile, was
coach Ivan Lendl. They worked together when Murray won his first two
Grand Slam trophies, including at the
2012 U.S. Open, then split up, before
reuniting last month.
Once again, that partnership paid
off, and at Wimbledon. no less.
When he sat in his sideline chair
after the match concluded. Murray
wiped away tears with a tournament
towel.
"To do it twice here," he said,"an
event where there is a lot of pressure
on me to perform well — I'm very
proud with how I've handled that over
the years."•

SPARTA, Ky.. — Brad Keselowski's calm
demeanor was never more evident than his
cool response to a tense moment.
He radioed crew chief Paul Wolfe that his
No.2 Ford was out of fuel but stayed focused,
heeding instructions to milk whatever mileage
he could.
ended
Keselowski
up having enough to
become the first threetime winner at Kentucky
Speedway on Saturday
night, overtaking Kevin
Harvick on lap 201 and
holding on for the Sprint
Cup Series victory.
"We ran out with
about two (laps) to go,"
Keselowski
he said. "Somehow we
limped it around and stay
ahead of Carl (Edwards) and bring it home.
This is something I'm not going to forget.
"It's a pretty helpless feeling being out of
gas with guys behind you. But there's nothing
you can about it, and freaking out ain't going
to help anything."
Matt Kenseth grabbed the lead with six
laps remaining but soon pitted for fuel to hand
the top spot back to Keselowski, who had just
enough gas in reserve to edge Edwards by
.175 seconds in the closest victory margin for
the 400-mile race. Keselowski's tank eventually ran dry and he needed a tow truck to get
to victory lane.
Ryan Newman was third, followed by
Kurt Busch and then Tony Stewart in fifth in
his final Kentucky race. The three-time series
champion is retiring after this season.
Keselowski led three times for a total of 75
laps on his way to his second straight win and
series-best fourth of the season that clinched a
spot in the Chase for the championship.
All of his Kentucky' wins have come in
even-numbered years — the others came in
2012 and 2014 — and his latest triumph on
the 15 mile tri-oval might have been his most
impressive in terms of strategy.
The Penske Racing driver pitted just four
times after starting second and made the most
of his gas tank down to the last drop, withstanding one last charge from Edwards.Those
final laps were still nerve-wracking for Wolfe,
but he's been in this situation before with Keselowski and things have turned out well.
"I felt pretty good about it (fuel) until the
19 (Edwards) closed up on us," he said. "He
was able to go and I think he said,shut it off a
little bit down the back and as he got into the
corner it picked up. Once we were coming off
(turn) 4. I saw he was still under power and I
felt like we had it at that point."
Said Edwards: "I thought he was out of
fuel, but he did a good job."
Keselowski clearly got a lot from his tires
and setup, both of which were important on
the resurfaced and reconfigured track featuring higher banking in turns and 1 and 2.
He lamented the smoothing of front-stretch
bumps he said added character to Kentucky,
but quickly adapted to the improvements and
new NASCAR rules that reduced downforce
and sideforce.
Harvick,the pole-sitter, led for a race-high
128 laps and finished ninth.
Keselowski guided his Ford past Harvick's
Chevy on lap 201 after the race record-tying
11th caution. The race then stayed green to the
end.
Accidents were the story early on. Some
notable names were collected, including Jimmie Johnson, Joey Logano and rookie Chase
Elliott.
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SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
BOXING
*15 p.m.
111343 - Stagily Kovaiev vs Isaac Chilemea, tor
Kovalev's 16F,M1VBA-WBO light heavyweight title,
at Ekatennburg, Russia isame-day lapel
MLB
7 p.m.
ESPN - Home Run Derby, at San Diego
9 p.m.
ESPN - 2016 MI-Stat Legends and Cele:nil
Softball Game, at San Diego (same-day lapel
NBA
3:30 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Brooklyn vs Atlanta,
at Las Vegas
5:30 p.m.
NBA-Summer League, Toronto vs Dallas, at
Las Vegas
7 p.m.
ESPN2- Summer League, Miami vs Denver,
at Las Vegas
730 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Cleveland vs Minnesota, at Las Vegas
9 p.m.
ESPN2 - Summer League, Sacramento vs
New Orleans, at Las Vegas
W.30 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Golden State vs L.A.
takers, at Las Vegas
Tuesday's Games
BOXING
10 p.m.
FS1 - Premier Champions, Levan Ghvamichava vs Domonique Dolton. junior middleweights, at Nice, Calif,
CYCUNG
7 sin.
NBCSN - Tour de France, Stage 10, Escaldes-Engardany. Andorra to Revel. France
MLB
7 p.m.
FOX -2016 MLB All-Star Game, at San Diego
NBA
3:30 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Portland vs Utah, at
Las Vegas
5 p.m.
ESPN2-Summer League, Boston vs Dallas,
at Las Vegas
5:30 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Miami vs Phoenix,
at Las Vegas
7 p.m.
ESPN-Summer League, San Antonio vs Chicago, at Las Vegas
7:30 p.m.
NBA - Summer League, Philadelphia vs.
Golden State, at Las Vegas

PRO BASEBALL
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Baltimore
51
36
.586
Boston
49
38
.563
2
51
Toronto
40
.560
2
New York
44
44
1
2
.500 7/
Tampa Bay
34
1
2
54
.386 17/
Central Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Cleveland
52
36
.591
Detroit
.517 6/
46
43
1
2
Kansas City
.511
45
43
7
Chicago
45
43
.511
7
Minnesota
32
56
.364
20
West Division
W
L
Pct GB
Texas
54
36
.600
Houston
48
41
.539 5/
1
2
Seattle
45
44
.506 8/
1
2
Oakland
38
51
.427 151
/
2
Los Angeles
37
52
.416 16/
1
2
Saturday's Results
Detroit 3, Toronto 2
Chicago Mate Sox 5, Atlanta 4
Baltimore 3, L.A. Angels 2
Boston 4, Tampa Bay I
N.Y. Yankees 7, Cleveland 6, 11 innings
Oakland 3, Houston 2
Kansas City 5. Seattle 3
Minnesota 8, Texas 6
Sunday's Resorts
Toronto 6. Detroit 1
N.Y. Yankees 11, Cleveland 7
Baltimore 4, L.A. Angels 2
Boston 4, Tampa Bay 0
Atlanta 2. Chicago White Sox 0
Houston 2, Oakland 1, 10 innings
Seattle 8, Kansas City 5
Minnesota 15, Texas 5
Today's Games
No games scheduled. All-Star Break
Tuesday's Games
MI-Star Game at Petco Park, San Diego. 7 p.m
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled, All-Star Break

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Washington
54
36
.600 New York
47
41
.534
6
Miami
47
41
.534
6
Philadelphia
42
48
.467
12
Atlanta
31
58
.348 22½
Central Division
W
L
Pct
GB
Chicago
53
35
.602 St. Lours
46
42
.523
7
Pittsburgh
46
43
.517 7/
1
2
Milwaukee
38
49
.437 141
/
2
Cincinnati
32
57
.360 211
/
2
West Division
W
L
Pot GB
San Francisco
57
13
.633
Los Angeles
51
40 .560 6/
1
2
Colorado
40
48 .455
16
San Diego
38
51
_427 181
/
2
Anzona
38
52
.422
19
Saturday's Results
Chicago Whne Sox 5, Atlanta 4
St. Louis 8, Milwaukee 1
San Francisco 4, Anzona 2
Miami 4, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 12, Chicago Cubs 6
LA Dodgers 4, San Diego 3
Washington 6, N.Y. Mats 1
Colorado 8, Philadelphia 3
Sunday's Results
Miami 7, Cincinnati 3
Washington 3, N.Y. Mets 2
Chicago Cubs 6, Pittsburgh 5
Atlanta 2, Chicago White Sox 0
St Louis 5, Milwaukee 1
Philadelphia 10, Colorado 3
LA Dodgers 3, San Diego 1
San Francisco 4, Arizona 0
Today's Games
No games scheduled, All-Star Break
Tuesday's Games
All-Star Game at Petco Park, San Diego, 7 p.m
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled. All-Star Break

MLB LEADERS
Through MI-Star Break
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTINC-Alluve. Houston,.341, Ortiz, Boston,
.332 Bogaerts, Boston, .329; Trout, Anaheim,
.322 Desmond, Texas, .322; Nunez, Minnesota,
.321 Machado, Baltimore, .318; Escobar, Anahe4rn, .317, Cane, Seattle, .313; Lindor. Cleveland,.306.
RUNS-Donaldson, Toronto, 80; Betts, Boston,
75; Kinsler, Detroit, 71; Trout, Anaheim, 68, AItuve, Houston,67, Desmond,Texas,65, Bogaerts,
Boston, 65; Davis, Baltimore, 64; Can°, Seattle,
64; Springer, Houston,63_
RBI-Encarnacion, Toronto, 80; Ortiz, Boston,
72; Trumbo, Baltimore, 68; Donaldson, Toronto,
63; Napoli, Cleveland, 61; Seager, Seattle, 61;
Pujols, Anaheim, 60; Betts, Boston, 59; Cruz, Seattle, 58; Trout, Anaheim, 58; Cano, Seattle, 58;
Davis, Baltimore, 58.
HITS-Altuve, Houston, 119; Bogaerts, Boston,
117; Betts, Boston, 117; Cano, Seattle, 114; Desmond, Texas, 113, Machado, Baltimore, 109; Pedroia, Boston, 106; Trout, Anaheim, 104, Kinsler,
Detroit 103; Lindor, Cleveland, 103.
DOUBLES-Ortiz, Boston, 34; Machado, Baltimore, 29; Seager, Seattle, 26; Shaw, Boston,
26; Saunders, Toronto, 25; Altuve, Houston, 24;
Longoria, Tampa Bay, 24; Schoop, Baltimore, 23;
Betts, Boston, 23; Cano, Seattle, 23.
TRIPLES-Eaton, Chicago, 7; Bradley Jr., Boston, 6: Andrus, Texas, 5; Donaldson, Toronto, 5;
Ellsbury, New York, 5; Naquin, Cleveland, 5; Buxton, Minnesota, 4; Monis, Cleveland, 4; Burns,
Oakland, 4; Chisenhall, Cleveland, 4; Belts, Boston, 4; Miller, Tampa Bay, 4
HOME RUNS-Trumbo, Baltimore, 28; Frazier,
Chicago, 25; Cruz, Seattle, 23; Encarnacion, Toronto, 23; Donaldson, Toronto, 23; Ortiz, Boston,
22; Davis, Baltimore, 22; Cane, Seattle, 21; Santana, Cleveland, 20; Beltran, New York, 19; Longoria, Tampa Bay, 19; Davis, Oakland, 19; Springer. Houston, 19; Semien, Oakland, 19; Machado,
Baltimore, 19.
STOLEN BASES-Davis, Cleveland, 24; Attuve,
Houston, 23; Nunez, Minnesota, 22; Ellsbury,
New York, 16; Desmond,Texas, 15; Betts, Boston,
15; Trout, Anaheim, 15; Bums, Oakland, 14; Andrus, Texas, 13; Under, Cleveland, 13.
PITCHING-Sale, Chicago, 14-3, Tillman, Baltimore, 12-2; Happ, Toronto, 12-3; Porcello, Boston. 11-2; Salazar, Cleveland, 10-3; WrigM, Boston, 10-5; Price, Boston, 9-6; Hamels, Texas, 9-2;
Tomlin, Cleveland, 9-2; twakuma, Seattle, 9-6.
ERA-Wright, Boston, 2.68; Salazar, Cleveland,
2.75; Estrada, Toronto, 2.93; Sanchez, Toronto,
2.97; Lewis, Texas, 3.21; Quintana, Chicago,
3.21; Hamels, Texas, 121; Tanaka, New York,
3.23; Bauer, Cleveland, 3.30 Happ,Toronto, 3.36.
STRIKEOUTS--Price. Boston, 140; Archer,
Tampa Bay, 130; Sale, Chicago, 123; Kluber,
Cleveland, 122; Verlander. Detroit 120; Salazar,
Cleveland, 118; Pineda, New York, 113; Hamels.
Texas, 109; Smyty, Tampa Bay, 108; Quintana,
Chicago, 105.

SIWES-Brnton, Baltimore 27, Rodriguez, Detroit, 24, Robertson, Chicago, 7:* CNN* Walla
21, Colon* Tampa
Deals, Moon ON,
19; Dyson, Texas, llK Nuns. Toronto, 18; Mt,
Cleveland, la; Ziegler, Boston, 18.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING-Alb.nre, Houston,.341, Orttz, Boston,
.332, Bosuns, Boston, .32* Trout, Anaheim%
.322; Desmond, Tana, 322; Nunez,'annalists.
.321, Machado, Baltimore, 318, Eacobsr, Anaheim, 317, Cano, Seattle, .313; Linda, Cleveland, 306.
RUNS-DonaiCson, Toronto, 80; Botta, Boston,
75, Kinsler, Detroit, 71 Trout, Anaheim, 68; AI
,
tusk Winton,67, Desmond, Trues,65;
loston, 65; Darts, Baltimore, 64, Cano,
64; Springer, Houston,63.
RIN-Enc.arruicion, Toronto, 80; Ortz, Boston,
72; Trumbo, Baltimore, 68, Dome:Won, Toronto,
63, Napoli, Cleveland, 61, Stager Seattle, 61,
Pupa Anaheim,60 Betts, Boston, 59; Cruz, Seattic, 58; Trout, Anaheim, 58, Cano, Seattle, 58;
Davis, Baltimore, 58.
HITS-Altuve, Houston, 119; Bogaerts, Boston,
117, Betts, Boston, 117; Cane, Seattle, 114; Desmond, Texas. 113; Machado, Baltimore, 109; Pedrool, Boston, 106; Trout Anaheim, 104; Maier,
Detroit, 103, Undor, Cleveland, 103.
DOUBLES-Ortlz, Boston, 34; Machado, Balbmore, 29; Seager, Seattle, 26; Shaw, Boston,
26. Saunders. Toronto, 25, Ntuve, Houston, 24;
Longona. Tampa Bay, 24; Schoop, Baltimore. 23;
Betts, Boston, 23: Cano, Seattle, 23
TRIPLES-Eaton, Chicago, 7, Bradley Jr. Boaton, 6, Andrus, Texas, 5; Donaldson, 'Toronto, 5;
Ellsbury, New York 5; Naquin, Cleveland, 5; Buxton, Minnesota, 4, Mona, Cleveland, 4, Burns,
Oakland, 4, Chisenhall. Cleveland, 4, Betts, Boston, 4, Miller, Tampa Bay, 4.
HOME RUNS-Trumbo, Banunore, 28; Frazier,
Chicago, 25. Cruz, Seattle, 23; Encamacion, Toronto, 23: Donaldson, Toronto, 23; Ortiz, Boston,
22, Davis, Baltimore, 22, Cano, Seattle, 21; Santana, Cleveland, 20; Beltran, New York, 19; Longona,Tampa Bay, 19; Davis, Oakland, 19; Springer, Houston, 19; Semien, Oakland, 19; Machado,
Baltimore, 19.
STOLEN BASES-Davis, Cleveland, 24; Attuve,
Houston, 23, Nunez, Minnesota, 22; Ellsbury,
New York, 16; Desmond,Texas, 15; Betts, Boston,
15; Trout, Anaheim, 15, Burns, Oakland, 14, Andrus, Texas, 13: Linda, Cleveland, 13
PITCHING-Sale, Chicago, 14-3, Tiernan, Baltimore, 12-2; Happ, Toronto, 12-3, Porcello, Boston, 11-2; Salazar. Cleveland, 10-3, Wright, Boston, 10-5, Pnce, Boston, 9-6, Hamels, Texas, 9-2;
Tomlin, Cleveland, 9-2, lwakuma, Seattle, 9-6.
ERA-Wright, Boston, 2.68, Salazar, Cleveland,
2.75; Estrada, Toronto, 2.93, Sanchez, Toronto,
2.97; Lewis, Texas, 3.21; Quintana, Chicago,
3.21; Hamels, Texas, 3.21; Tanaka, New York,
3.23; Bauer, Cleveland, 3.30; Happ,Toronto, 3.36.
STRIKEOUTS-Price, Boston, 140; Archer,
Tampa Bay, 130; Sale, Chicago, 123; Muber,
Cleveland, 122; Veriander, Detroit, 120; Salazar,
Cleveland, 118; Pineda, New York, 113; Hamels,
Texas, 109; Smyly, Tampa Bay, 108; Quintana,
Chicago, 105.
SAVES-Britton, Baltimore 27; Rodriguez. Detroit, 24; Robertson, Chicago, 23; Cishek, Seattle,
21; Golome, Tampa Bay, 19; Davis, Kansas City,
19; Dyson, Texas. 18, Osuna, Toronto, 18, Allen,
Cleveland, 18; Ziegler, Boston, 18.

PRO BASKETBALL
VASA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct GB
New York
15
6 .714 Atlanta
11
9 .550 3/
1
2
Indiana
9
11
.450 5/
1
2
Washington
9
11
.450 Si
Chicago
8
11
.421
6
Connecticut
5
14 .263
9
WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L
Pct G8
Los Angeles
947 Minnesota
16
4
.800 VI
Dallas
9
12
429
10
Phoenix
8
11
13 .381
ceattle
7
13
.350 111
/
2
San Antonio
5
15
.250 139i
Saturday's Result
Minnesota 93, Dallas 56
Sunday's Results
Atlanta 67, Connecticut 63
New York 75, San Antonio 65
Phoenix 95, Chicago 100
Los Angeles 93, Washington 82
Indiana 93, Seattle 82
Today's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
Minnesota at San Antonio, 12:30 p m

PRO GOLF
U.S. Women's Open Championship
Sunday's Bosuns
At Cordevalle Gott Club
San Martin, Cale
Purse: $4.5 million
Yardage:6784; Par 72 (36-36)
4-won three-hole playoff
a-denotes amateur
Final Round (Top finishers)
4-Brittany Lang
68-75-68-71-282
Anna Nordqvist
68-74-73-67-282
Amy Yang
67-71-73-73-284
Sung Hyun Park
70-66-74-74-284
Eun Hee Ji
69-71-70-74-284
Lydia Ks
73-66-70-75-284
Stacy Lewis
71-74-69-71-285
Jodi Ewart Shadott
70-71-75-70-286
Senna Piller
70-72-74-70-286
Cristie Kerr
67-75-72-72-286
So Yeon Ryu
71-76-71-69-287
Sydnee Michaels
69-72-75-71-287
Minis Lee
64-74-76-73-287
Hams Nomura
70-69-75-73-287
Gaby Lopez
71-72-71-73--287
Angela Stanford
71-70-71-75--287

•Update...
From
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Hopkinsville "Hoptown"
Hoppers of the Ohio Valley
Summer Collegiate Baseball
League.
In 15 games this season, his
batting average is .245(13for-53) with eight RBIs and
nine runs scored. Dudas, who
has gone 2-for-4 after being in
an 0-for-13 slump, has a .340
slugging percentage and a .375
on-base percentage.
Hopkinsville is 23-5 and
currently first in the OVSCBL
standings.

at-bats, has a .469 slugging
percentage and a .382 on-base
percentage.
Falmouth, which has won
its last six games,is 16-10 and
currently first in CCBL West
Division standings.

scored. Scott, who has walked
twice this year, has a .143
slugging percentage and a .333
on-base percentage.
Asheboro went 19-8 in the
first half to place first in the
CPL West Division standings.

John Lollar

Austin Shallcross

Lollar is a starting pitcher
and a relief pitcher for the
Winchester Royals of the
ginia Valley Baseball League.
In six games this season, he
has made five starts and one
relief appearance to compile
an 1-1 record with a4.29 ERA
(14 earned runs in 29 1/3 innings). Lollar has given up 27
hits and 16 runs overall with
27 strikeouts and seven walks.
On Wednesday, Lollar
pitched five innings, allowing
one unearned run on four hits
with two strikeouts and one
walk to earn a 6-1 victory
against New Market.
Winchester is 16-13 and
currently second in the VVBL
North Division standings.

Brandon Hicks
Hicks is a relief pitcher for
the Petersburg Generals of the
Coastal Plain League.
In six games this season,
his record is 1-0 with a 3.00
ERA (four earned runs in 12
innings). Hicks has given up
15 hits and 11 runs overall
with nine strikeouts and three
walks.
Petersburg finished the first
half in eighth place (8-17) in
the CPL East Division standings. In the second half, the
Generals are 1-3 and currently
eighth.

Shallcross is a center fielder
for the Addison Braves of the
Chicago Suburban Baseball
League.
In 22 games this season, his
batting average is .236(13-for55) with seven RBIs and 10
runs scored. Shallcross, who
has collected four stolen bases,
has a .364 slugging percentage
and a .377 on-base percentage.
Addison, which has lost its
last six games,is 17-27 overall
and 6-15 against the CSBL.
The Braves are currently ninth
in the league standings.
Sims is an infielder for the
Paducah Chiefs, an expansion
team in its first season in the
Ohio Valley Summer Collegiate Baseball League.
In 30 games this season,
he is batting average is .344
(42-for-122) with 34 RBIs and
35 runs scored. Sims, who has
21 singles and 21 extra-base
hits (eight doubles, one triple,
12 home runs), has a .721
slugging percentage and a .433
on-base percentage.
Paducah is 10-20 and
currently fifth in the OVSCBL
standings.

Joseph McMahon
McMahon is a catcher for
the Sherrill Silversmiths of the
New York Collegiate Baseball
League.
In 11 games this season,
his batting average is .048
(1-for-21) with no RBIs and
two runs scored. McMahon,
who broke an 0-for-18 slump
by going 1 -for-3 Tuesday at
Syracuse, has a .130 on-base
percentage and a .048 slugging
percentage.
Sherrill is 11-21 and
currently fifth in the NYCBL
Eastern Division standings.

Caleb Hicks
Hicks is a third baseman
and shortstop for the Petersburg Generals of the Coastal
Plain League.
In 19 games this season,
his batting average is .222
(14-for-63) with five RBIs and
eight runs scored. Hicks, who
is currently in a 1-for-9 slump,
has a .333 slugging percentage
and a .279 on-base percentage.
Petersburg finished the first
half in eighth place (8-17) in
the CPL East Division standings. In the second half, the
Generals are 1-3 and currently
eighth.

Derrik Watson
Watson is a relief pitcher
for the Bandits of the St. Louis
Metro Collegiate Baseball
League.
In three games this season,
his record is 1-0 with a 4.05
ERA (three earned runs in 6
2/3 innings). Watson has given
up five hits and three runs
overall with nine strikeouts and
four walks.
The Bandits are 20-8 and
currently are tied with the Kats
(17-5) for first in the STMCBL
standings. IN

Kipp Moore
Moore is a catcher, first
baseman,third baseman and
designated hitter for the Valley
Blue Sox of the New England
Collegiate Baseball League.
In 23 games this season, his
batting average is .235 (20-for85) with seven RBIs and 10
runs scored. Moore, who is in
a l -for-31 slump, has a .271
slugging percentage and a .323
on-base percentage.
Valley, which has lost its
last five games,is 12-13 and
currently fifth in the NECBL
Northern Division standings.

Jack Hranec
Hranec was scheduled to
play for the Michigan Bulls of
the Livonia Collegiate League.
Information about him was
not found.

Tyler Lawrence

Volume

Davis Sims

Lawrence is a catcher for
the Falmouth Commodores in
Ramsey Scott
the prestigious Cape Cod Baseball League.
Scott is a first baseman for
In 15 games this season, his the Asheboro Copperheads of
batting average is .306(15-for- the Coastal Plain League.
49) with nine RBIs and four
In two games this season,
runs scored. Lawrence, who
his batting average is .143
has four hits in his last nine
(1-for-7) with no RBIs or runs
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SERVING CALLOWAY
COUNTY FOR 27 YEARS.
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